GOPHER PEAVEY
ALUMNI NEWS, 1968
DEDICATED TO
ROBERT L. HERBST—CLASS OF 1957
Deputy Commissioner of Conservation
State of Minnesota

...for outstanding contributions to the profession of forestry and to the management of Minnesota's natural resources.

Served as Acting Commissioner in 1966 and as Deputy Commissioner Minnesota Department of Conservation since 1967.

Minnesota Conservationist of the Year, Governor's Award for Government Improvement, National Scout Leader Scholarship—Sears Foundation, American Legion Citation for Meritorious Service and the Outstanding Field Forester in Minnesota—University of Minnesota Forestry Club are a few of the awards that have been presented to him.

The Peavey is proud to salute an honored graduate and fellow forester.
Gopher Peavey
Alumni News
1968
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annual publication of the FORESTRY STUDENTS
University of Minnesota
St. Paul
School of Forestry Report

Probably the most significant developments of the past year were: organization of the School into four divisions—Resources Development, Products, Biology, and Cloquet Forest; the re-establishment of the Assistant Director position; and establishment of an Assistant to the Director position. On July 1, 1967, Dick Skok was appointed Assistant Director and Ken Winsness Assistant to the Director. Division leaders or representatives are: Resources Development—Frank Irving; Products—Ralph Hossfeld; Biology—Scott Pauley; and Cloquet Forest—Bruce Brown, who continues to serve as Superintendent. This organization has functioned well in its first exploratory year. When we are given College status, hopefully during the coming year, the Divisions will become departments and will be given added budget responsibility.

Planning seems to be the most common and time-consuming single involvement of the School staff members. The Director was Co-Chairman of the Federal-State task force that prepared "A National Program of Research for Forestry" in 1967. Skok is a member of the Institute's Long Range Planning Committee, Irving is chairman of one of the important task forces of the Long Range Planning program, and many staff members are involved in various committees and subcommittees. Out of all this effort we hope will come a clearer understanding of the School's role in the University, greater autonomy for the School, more visibility for forestry in the name of the institution, and College status.

Such seemingly endless long-range planning efforts do have their valuable by-products. The most significant for the School has been the development of a long range plan for staff and facilities development. This calls for about a three-fold increase in staff by 1980, major construction at Cloquet, a third unit of the Forest Products Building about equal in size to units one and two, and an addition to Green Hall or separate structure of about the same size as Green Hall. While these plans sound ambitious, we consider them realistic and essential if the School is to take care of a predicted enrollment of about 1000 undergraduate and 200 graduate students, and to expand its research and extension programs to more than double their present size.

Staff

New additions to staff are Arnett Mace in Forest Hydrology, Lew Hendricks in Extension Forest Products, Zig Zasada as leader for the special project funded by the last Legislature "Effects of Mechanized Logging," and John Tappeiner in Silviculture. Zig Zasada and Tappeiner are part of the Cloquet Forest staff and will work out of Cloquet. We still have staff openings in measurements and recreation that we hope to fill by July 1.

Rarely is there gain without some loss. During the year we lost instructors Sid Frissell (Forest Recreation) to Montana and Carl Mohn (Genetics) to the U.S. Forest Service.

Mary Joe Abbe and Shirley Sheppard joined our gradually expanding office staff.

Enrollment

Undergraduate enrollment reached its highest point since World War II—427 students. Graduate enrollment was about the same as for 1966—65 students. The gradually increasing percentage of transfer students, most of them juniors, could result in a leveling-out or occurrence of smaller increases in future enrollment but with a constantly increasing number of graduates because of the larger numbers of juniors and seniors.

Itasca and Cloquet Field Sessions

The Itasca field session has been shortened by about a week, is now limited to students entering their junior year, and occupies the 4-week period just before the start of the fall quarter. It thus interferes less with student summer work programs and still provides them with field training and experience in a forest setting—an important consideration in view of the fact that about 80 percent of our students come from large urban centers and an increasing number are transfers.

Starting this year we will hold two sessions at the Cloquet Forest—spring and fall. This change was dictated by our growing enrollment and need to reduce the size of field-session classes from the impossibly large (60-75) groups of recent years. This change adds considerably to our teaching load and will require new staff and more time from existing staff. However, it was a necessary change and one that should result in improvement of this important segment of the training of resource managers.

Scholarships

Two new scholarship programs, the E. A. Everett and School of Forestry Scholarships, have been established during the past year. The first is based on proceeds from the Waseca property given the School by E. A. Everett. The second is a general program for use when special student needs arise. We owe a special vote of thanks to John Young of Rochester,
Minnesota, for the support enabling us to establish the School of Forestry Scholarships. Ken Winsness, Chairman of our Scholarship Committee, summarizes annually in the Gopher Peavey-Alumni News all of our scholarship programs together with the names of recipients. Our scholarship programs are improved but are still very inadequate in terms of student needs. We welcome contributions from alumni to existing scholarship programs and the establishment of new programs. Without the programs sponsored by School alumni Stan Buckman, Dale Chapman and Ralph Lindgren our scholarship efforts would be far less meaningful.

The excellent scholastic performance of Forestry students is indicated by the large number eligible annually for Gamma Sigma Delta (the National Honorary Agricultural Society—30) Xi Sigma Pi—35, and for College and University scholarships. In June we will probably graduate our first student with a 4.0 (A) grade point average. This young man, Robert Ullrich, is registered in Forest Science, a most difficult and demanding curriculum. Several juniors and sophomores also are performing at a 4.0 GPA and could well equal Ullrich's outstanding performance. Such performance is particularly noteworthy when associated with participation in student activities.

Construction

For the first year in the past 12 there is little construction or remodelling going on in the School of Forestry on the St. Paul Campus. However, there is much building activity at Cloquet. The Cloquet Forest office building is being remodelled; a $50,000 addition to the remodelled office will be constructed this summer; a new student cabin is being built, and the two recently built cabins are being winterized and equipped with toilet and shower facilities. The long range plan for Cloquet calls for constructing all cabins with toilet and shower facilities and winterizing them.

No further development have occurred on the proposal discussed in my 1967 Peavey report—to make the Minnesota Forestry Alumni Association (MFAA) a constituent group in the Minnesota Alumni Association (MAA). With the MAA dues now increased to $10 per year, the prospects of our becoming a constituent group appear more remote than last year. Unless we can obtain some type of affiliation with the MAA, such as that available to Law School alumni, we probably should continue as we are. However, we need at least 75 percent of our alumni as annual dues paying members in the MFAA. With such a membership we could help the students publish an even better Gopher Peavey-Alumni News, and could build the E. G. Cheyney Memorial Scholarship faster than is presently possible with the $5.00 per membership contribution from about 500 MFAA members.

President Malcolm Moos and Dean Sherwood O. Berg will soon help us rededicate the John H. Allison Forest, the former Lake Vadnais Plantations, at a ceremony being arranged by the St. Paul City Water Department to mark the installation of a new and more appropriate dedicatory sign. "Pop" Allison is well and soon will head for Scandinavia and then possibly on a freighter to the South Seas. His recent two-part Conservation Volunteer article "The Story of Samuel Green" is being reprinted and will be available to all interested alumni.

Professor Emeritus R. M. Brown (Brownie) is traveling, enjoying his grandchildren, and looks younger than ever.

There are many more items that should be covered but this report already is too long. With greetings and best wishes from everyone on the staff. Until next year.

F. H. KAUFERT, Director

THE FORESTRY CENTER
ADMINISTRATION

RICHARD SKOK  KENNETH WINSNESS  FRANK H. KAUFERT
Professor    Associate Professor    Director-Professor

The STAFF

BIOLOGY

SCOTT S. PAULEY
Professor

HAROLD SCHOLTEN  E. V. BAKUZIS
Instructor    Associate Professor

HENRY L. HANSEN  EDWARD L. SU COFF
Professor    Associate Professor

PRODUCTS

ROBERT D. THOMPSON  ROBERT W. ERICKSON  ROLAND GERTJEJANSEN  LEW HENDRICKS
Assistant Professor    Assistant Professor    Assistant Professor    Extension Specialist
STAFF MEMBERS NOT PICTURED:
CHARLES HATCH, Instructor
ALVIN A. ALM, Research Fellow
HERBERT KULMAN, Professor
Forest Entomology

LARRY W. KREFTING
BSFW
DAVID FRENCH
Professor
Forest Pathology

SECRETARIAL STAFF

KAY McCoy
Secretary
MARY ANN KUNZE
Senior Clerk-Typist
ALICE JOHNSON
Clerk-Typist
IVA M. MANLEY
Executive Secretary

MARY JO ABBE
Clerk-Typist
CAROL KASUSKE
Clerk-Typist
KATHIE L. LINDGREN
Senior Clerk-Typist
ELAINE V. EARL
Senior Clerk-Typist
SHIRLEY SHEPPARD
Senior Clerk-Typist
**Name**  | **Area of Specialization**  | **Degree Objective**  | **Previous School and Degree**
---|---|---|---
Anthony, Richard M.  | Forest Products Engineering  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Ardt, Raymond E.  | Forest Economics  | M.S.  | Ph.D. – Yale University – 65
Berglund, Erwin R. W.  | Watershed Management  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 67
Carter, Michael  | Forest Products  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 64
Chen, Peter Y.S.  | Forest Products Technology  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – Iowa State University – 58
Cooper, Glenn A.  | Forest Recreation  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 67
Costello, Terrance M.  | Forest Ecology  | Ph.D.  | M.F. – University of Michigan – 66
Crow, Thomas R.  | Forest Products Engineering  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Daniels, David H.  | Forest Economics  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Illinois – 66
Darr, David R.  | Forest Genetics  | M.S.  | M.Sc. – Indian Agric. Res. Inst., New Delhi (India) – 66
Dhiri, Narinder K.  | Ecology  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Idaho – 67
Drew, Larry A.  | Forest Economics  | M.S.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Engan, James A.  | Forest Recreation  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 63
Frissell, Jr., Sidney S.  | Forest Bacteriology  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 65
Fuchs, Paul T.  | Forest Ecology  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Michigan – 64
Hatch, Charles R.  | Forest Inventory  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 67
Hill, Fred J.  | Forest Technology  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Wyoming – 57
Jackson, Bill N.  | Forest Genetics  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 63
Jan, Abbeed Ullah  | Forest Hydrology  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Khalil, Muhammad A.K.  | Forest Inventory  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Klein, James W.  | Forest Management  | M.S.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 62
Knopp, Timothy B.  | Forest Recreation  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Arizona – 59
Knutzen, Donald M.  | Forest Bacteriology  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 65
Kurmis, Vilis  | Forest Management  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 64
Laidly, Paul R.  | Forest Economics  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Michigan – 64
Latham, Robert P.  | Forest Economics  | Ph.D.  | M.F. – Yale University – 63
Lothner, David C.  | Forest Ecology  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 65
McCool, Frank F.  | Forest Management  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Wisconsin – 67
Nicolson, John A.  | Forest Hydrology  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 64
Noreen, Paul A.  | Forest Ecology  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 67
Patterson, William A. III  | Forest Management  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 67
Petersen, Harlan D.  | Forest Ecology  | M.S.  | B.S. – Michigan Tech. – 67
Piparininen, Lauri I.  | Forest Management  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 63
Potton, James E.  | Forest Recreation  | Ph.D.  | M.P.A. – Harvard University – 64
Reidel, Carl H.  | Forest Administration  | Ph.D.  | B.A. – Lake Forest College – 64
Ruder, Paul J.  | Forest Management  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 64
Sajdak, Robert  | Genetics  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Sauer, Daryl J.  | Forest Products Engineering  | M.S.  | M.F. – Colorado State University – 48
Smith, Paul C.  | Silviculture  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Steigmeir, Paul B.  | Forest Recreation  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of New Hampshire – 66
Tetherby, Jonathan C.  | Forest Ecology  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Thiede, Gerald L.  | Forest Products Engineering  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 66
Turkia, Kavevi  | Forest Management  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Dayton – 58
Ullman, Joseph J.  | Forest Recreation  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 67
West, Pat C.  | Forest Economics  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 67
Westerman, Donald W.  | Forest Economics  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 67
Withrow, Robert V.  | Forest Management  | M.S.  | B.S. – University of Minnesota – 62

**PH.D. CANDIDATES REGISTERED BUT NOT IN RESIDENCE**

Collins, Paul E.  | Forest Genetics  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 49
Host, John  | Forest Economics  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – Washington – 58
Kersavage, Paul  | Forest Products Engineering  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of California – 63
Lanner, Ronald M.  | Forest Genetics  | Ph.D.  | M.F. – Syracuse – 58
Mohn, Carl A.  | Forest Genetics  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 64
Packee, Edmund C.  | Forest Ecology  | Ph.D.  | M.F. – Yale – 63
Schweitzer, Dennis L.  | Forest Management (Economics)  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Minnesota – 63
Stone, Robert N.  | Forest Economics  | Ph.D.  | M.S. – University of Montana – 55
Weyrick, Richard R.  | Forest Management  | Ph.D.  | M.F. – University of Minnesota – 61
SENIORS

TOM ABBETT, St. Paul, Minnesota.

ERNEST E. ANDERSON, St. Paul, Minnesota.

DONALD W. AURAND, Lewistown, Pennsylvania.

DONALD A. BAKER, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

WILLIAM H. BARNACLE, Lake City, Minnesota.

DALE L. BENOIT, St. Cloud, Minnesota.

CARSON BERGLUND, Deer River, Minnesota.

HARVEY J. BOYLE, Mahtomedi, Minnesota.

STANLEY H. BRONCZYK, Biwabik, Minnesota.

LARRY B. BUNGE, Eitzen, Minnesota.
DANIEL A. BUSHY, Bayfield, Wisconsin.

ANTHONY CHOS, Eveleth, Minnesota.

CAROLYN S. COSTELLO, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Recreation). Forestry Club, 64-68; Sergeant at Arms, 66-67; Prize Committee Chairman, Midwest Foresters’ Conclave, 65. Summer Jobs: 1966-67 – Forestry Aid, USFS, Voyageur Visitor Center, Ely, Minnesota

BRIAN J. DAILY, Richfield, Minnesota.

GARY DAVIS, Bloomington, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Wildlife). Forestry Club, 64-68; Sergeant at Arms, 66-67; Fall Bonfire Chairman, 66; Foresters’ Day Chairman, 68; I-M Sports, 65-68; Minnesota Royal Olympics Chairman, 66; St. Paul Campus Chorus, 67-68; Gopher Peavey Staff, 68; SAF, 68. Summer Jobs: 1967 – Student Forester, Minnesota Division of Forestry.

LEE DERKSEN, Randolph, Minnesota.

GERALD DOWELL, Burtrum, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Recreation). Forestry Club, 64-68; Sergeant at Arms, 66-67; Vice-president, 67-68; I-M Sports; Christmas Tree Project Chairman, 66; Gopher Peavey, 64-68; Editor, 68; SAF, 67-68. Summer Jobs: 1965 – Forestry Aid, BLM, Belle Fourche, South Dakota; 1966 – Forestry Aid, BLM, Missoula, Montana; 1967 – Forestry Aid BLM, Grand Junction, Colorado.

GREGORY P. ELSTAD, Wrenshall, Minnesota.

THOMAS EMERSON, Duluth, Minnesota.

GARY EWERT, Bingham Lake, Minnesota.
PAUL GRONEBERG, Hoffman, Minnesota.

DAVID J. HAKALA, Markham, Minnesota.

DUANE J. HANSON, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Multiple Use). Forestry Club, 59-60, 64-68; Treasurer, 67-68; I-M Sports, 64-68; Fall Bonfire Co-chairman, 65; Cloquet President, 67; Foresters' Day Throne and Beards Chairman, 67; Foresters' Day Banquet Co-chairman, 68; Gopher Peavey Staff, 65-68. Summer Jobs: 1965 - Forestry Aid, USFS, Kaniksu National Forest, Priest River, Idaho; 1967 - Research and Teaching Assistant, School of Forestry, University of Minnesota.

GARY HERRON, Bloomington, Minnesota.

ROBERT J. HESS, Mishicot, Wisconsin.

THOMAS L. HOEL, West St. Paul, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Multiple Use). I-M Sports; Concert Band; Marching Band. Summer Jobs: 1967 - Minnesota Division of Forestry, Orr, Minnesota.

WAYNE R. JEX, Richfield, Minnesota.

LARRY A. JOHNSON, St. Paul, Minnesota.

WALTER C. JOHNSON, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

CALVIN L. KERR, Robbinsdale, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Recreation). Forestry Club, 65, 67-68; Gopher Peavey Staff, 64; SAF, 67-68; Student Faculty Intern Board, 67; I-M Football, 67-68. Summer Jobs: 1965 - Timber Cruiser, USFS, Salmon National Forest, Salmon, Idaho; 1967 - Inter-Regional Fire Suppression Crew, Flathead National Forest, Montana.
FRANCIS KOENIG, Cudahy, Wisconsin.

GEORGE LIGHTNER, White Bear Lake, Minnesota.

DAVE LINDBERG, Litchfield, Minnesota.

LEWIS R. LOHN, Fosston, Minnesota.

DAVID MARBEN, Lake Crystal, Minnesota.

JOHN R. MATHWEG, Wayzata, Minnesota.

WESLEY MEIR, Ogema, Wisconsin.

DELMILLER, Bloomington, Minnesota.

JOHN R. MUHCHVICH, Ely, Minnesota.

DONALD MONSON, Markville, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development. Forestry Club; Xi Sigma Pi.
LARRY L. OLSON, Marble, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development. Forestry Club, 66-68. Summer Jobs:
1967 - Minnesota Division of Forestry, Hibbing, Minnesota. Transferred
from Itasca State Junior College, 1966.

ROBERT E. PAJALA, Brainerd, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development. Forestry Club. Summer Jobs: 1967 -
Forestry Aid, BLM, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Transferred from Brainerd

RONALD PHERNETTON, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Recreation). Forestry Club; Xi Sigma
Pi. Summer Jobs: 1966 - Forestry Aid, USFS, Flathead National For-
est, Montana; 1967 - Forestry Aid, USFS, Flathead National Forest,
Montana.

RONALD SALLADAY, South Bend, Indiana.
Wood Products Utilization - Forest Resources Development. Forestry
Club, 64-68, President, 68; Midwestern Foresters Conclave Captain, 66-
67; I-M Sports, 64-68; Bonfire Chairman, 65; Foresters Day Button
Chairman, 66; Canoe Trip Chairman, 66; Foresters' Day Chairman, 67;
Bull of the Woods, Editor, 66-67; Student Council, 67; Foresters' Day
Banquet Co-Chairman, 68. Summer Jobs: 1967 - Forestry Technician,
BLM, Susunville, California.

GREG ST. ONGE, Superior, Wisconsin.
Forest Resources Development (Multiple Use). Summer Jobs: 1964-
1966 - Park Maintenance Laborer, Superior, Wisconsin; 1967 - Park
maintenance, law enforcement, registration, Brule State Forest, Brule,
Wisconsin. Transferred from University of Minnesota - Duluth, 1968.

DAVID SCHMIDT, West St. Paul, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Recreation). I-M Football, Summer
Jobs: 1966 - Lookout-Fireman, USFS, Salmon National Forest, Sal-
mon, Idaho; 1967 - Forestry Aid, Minnesota Division of Forestry, Lake
City, Minnesota.

JAMES M. SCHWAB, Janesville, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Multiple Use). Forestry Club, 64-68;
I-M Sports, 66-67; St. Paul Newman Club, 64-65; Delta Theta Sigma
Fraternity, 65-68; Air Force Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 64-68.
Summer Jobs: 1967 - Forestry Aid, USFS, Olympic National Forest,
Quilcanes, Washington.

EUGENE SINGSAAS, Hendricks, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Multiple Use). Forestry Club, 67-68;
Xi Sigma Pi, Ranger, 67-68; SAF, 67-68. Transferred from Mankato
State College, 1966.

ROGER P. SKISTAD, Fergus Falls, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Wildlife). Forestry Club, 66-68; F-Day
Awards Chairman, 68; Gopher Peavey Staff, 67-68. Summer Jobs:
1965-1967 - WPA Project, Management Department, Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife, Fergus Falls, Minnesota. Transferred from
Moorhead State College, 1966.

CHARLES SPODEN, St. Cloud, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development. Forestry Club, 66-68; I-M Sports, 66-
68; Foresters' Day Dance Chairman, 66. Summer Jobs: 1967 - Forestry
Aid, Minnesota Division of Forestry, Deer River, Minnesota; 1967-
1968 - Forestry Aid, USFS, North Central Forest Experiment Station,
ROBERT STIERNA, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Recreation). Forestry Club, 64-68; Foresters' Day Tickets Chairman, 66; Closed Coffee Hour Chairman, 67. Summer Jobs: 1967 – Lookout, USFS, Gallatin National Forest, Gardiner, Montana; 1967-1968 – Conservation Aid, Minnesota Division of Forestry.

SPENCER R. STONE, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

CHARLES G. TAUER, Sleepy Eye, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development. Forestry Club; Gopher Peavey Staff, 68. Transferred from St. Johns University, 1966.

DALE J. TILDEN, St. Paul, Minnesota.

ROBERT C. ULRICHT, New Milford, New Jersey.
Forest Science (Natural Science). Forestry Club; Freshman Beard, 64; Student Council, 64; Honor Case Commission, 65-66, Chairman, 65; I-M Sports, 65-66; Vice-president, Wenberg's Committee on Student Unions, 65-66; Forestry Subcommittee of College Curriculum Committee, 66; Xi Sigma Pi, Forester, 67. Summer Jobs: 1965 – Forest Pathology Laboratory Technician, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota; 1966 – Plant Physiology Laboratory Technician, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota; 1967 – Forest Pathology Laboratory Technician, USFS, Research Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon.

NICK VAGLE, Biwabik, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development. Forestry Club, 66-68; Foresters' Day Bean Feed Chairman, 67; I-M Football, 67; Gopher Peavey Advertising Manager, 68; SAF, 67-68; Xi Sigma Pi, 67-68. Summer Jobs: 1967 – Student Forester, Minnesota Division of Forestry, Kabetogama, Minnesota. Transferred from Virginia Junior College, 1966.

JOHN VARRO, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Wildlife). Forestry Club, 64-68; Historian, 67-68; Career's Day Co-chairman, 65-66; Fall Bonfire Co-chairman, 66; Skills Chairman, 68; Gopher Peavey Staff, 67-68; I-M Sports, 67-68; Christmas Tree Project Co-Chairman, 67; SAF, 68. Summer Jobs: 1966 – Forestry Aid, USFS, Santa Fe National Forest, Pecos, New Mexico; 1967 – Forestry Aid, Minnesota Division of Forestry, Finland, Minnesota.

GERALD VON RUEDEN, Hinckley, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Multiple Use). I-M Sports 64-68; North Hall Athletic Chairman, 66-68; Dexter Hall President, 67-68; IDC Social Chairman. Summer Jobs: 1967 – Student Forester, Minnesota Division of Forestry, Moose Lake, Minnesota.

DARYLL M. WALLIN, Cambridge, Minnesota.

ROBERT W. WENTZ, Woodruff, Wisconsin.
MILES WIEGAND, Winthrop, Minnesota.

WILLIAM WOLERTZ, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development (Multiple Use). Xi Sigma Pi, 68. Summer Jobs: 1967 - Forestry Aid, USFS, Clark National Forest, Fredericktown, Missouri.

DAVID G. YOUNGMAN, Virginia, Minnesota.

JAMES MEYERS, St. Paul, Minnesota
Forest Resources Development

SENIORS NOT PICTURED

NOLAN H. NOREN, Chisago City, Minnesota
Forest Resources Development.

DALE W. PETERSON, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development.

ROBERT F. PETERSON, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Forest Products Merchandising.

WILLIAM SCOTT, Augusta, Wisconsin.
Forest Resources Development.

ROBERT H. SPECTOR, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development.

RICHARD K. STRAND, Richfield, Minnesota.
Forest Products Merchandising.

PETER M. ZECH, Maple Lake, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development.

GLENN E. BINGHAM, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development.

GAYLON H. BRANDT, Chisago City, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development.

DALE R. DEGROOT, West Allis, Wisconsin.
Forest Resources Development.

MICHAEL J. DESANTO, Duluth, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development.

JAMES R. HANSEN, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Forest Products.

PATRICK A. McDERMONT, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development.

CHARLES W. MILLER, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Forest Resources Development.
JUNIORS

Juniors, pictured left to right
Middle Row, Jim Grage, Larry Hugrave, Terry Attlesey, Jim Katzung, Paul Pendowski, Robert Anfang, Gary Heinrich.
Top Row, Tom Watson, John Swanson, Phil DuFrene, Mike Carey, Arnold Paul, Rick Rydell, Mike Anderson.

JUNIORS NOT PICTURED

Robert Anderson
Cliff Asdal
Richard Berge
Gaylon Brandt
Edwin Cuffel
Dennis Cunningham
Larry Demaree
Jim Dooley
Glen Evans
James Eychaner
Cal Finch
Mike Hoffman
Greg Hughes
Carl Johnson
Michael Johnson
Phillip Johnston
Al Kastner
Thomas Krieg
David Larson
Gordon Larson
Michael Marincel
Pete Mattrick
Thomas Mier
Nich Miljevick
Hugo Miller
Jeff Mills
Daniel Montgomery
Gene Moore
Deborah Myers
Greg Nelson
Craig Nordstrom
John Notash
Ken Pearson
William Schiltz
Bruce Schmidt
Charles Smith
James Smith
John Spehar
Wade Sundin
Wayne Thompson
Judith Wirz
Richard Witt

Juniors, pictured left to right
Bottom Row, Dan Ross, Philip Splett, Terry Pronk, Al Kammes, James Specker.
Middle Row, Ken Sloan, Paul Gnerer, Jim Robinson, Duane Kick, Tom Baruth, Randall Allen, Ken Cutler.
Top Row, Roger Smoka, Myron Blank, Herb Cargill, John Pohlman, Richard Kusicko, Eugene Brummel.

Juniors, pictured left to right
Bottom Row, Rodney Sullivan, John King, Charles Nelson, Craig Gilbertson, Mike Knudson, Bill Sullivan, Duane Hujanen.
Top Row, Bruce Rottink, Phil DuFrene, Merrick Reburn, Dan Seekins, Tom Williams, Steve Nelson.
JUNIORS

Juniors, pictured left to right
Bottom Row, Gene Miller, Pete Roussopoulos, Steve Nelson, Greg Ryan.
Middle Row, Jim Bloomental, Jim Russell, Chris Peterson, Bob Morrow,
Bill Morrissey, Steve Connellier.
Top Row, Howard Zeggar, Ehmer Schmidt, Terry Helbig, Gary Heinrich,
Eugene Miller.

SOPHOMORES

Sophomores, pictured left to right
Phillip Hartzberg, Robert McGuire, Dennis Holles, Bill Wycoff.

SOPHOMORES NOT PICTURED

John Adams
Bruce Anderson
William Baker
Brian Barry
Michael Bendell
Kenneth Benson
Jack Blackwell
Ronald Bowen
Mike Brandt
Thomas Broklet
Douglas Brown
Robert Brown
Al Burt
Rodney Carlson
Steve Christianson
Raymond Claesgens
John Clausen
Keith Delzer
William Dow
Eric Ellerstad
Kim Elverum
Timothy Erikila
Gary Fay
Tom Fink
James Frandrup
William Freeman
Richard Frick
Donald Fuchs
Bruce Fuller
Bruce Gerbig
Mike Hallisey
David Halverson
William Hamlin
John Heggs
Ivend Holen
Gregg Johnson
Stephen Johnson
Steven Kayser
Dennis Knudton
Thomas Kubn
Robert Lamberton
William Lawler

Thomas Lehtinen
Michael Loesch
Russell Longworth
Steven Ludwig
Bernard Luken
Edward Lucek
Bruce McGlashan
Dennis McGown
Keith McLaughlin
Mike Majeski
Melvin Matson
Randall Maxwell
Joseph Mehrkens
David Mohraten
William Munsinger
Bruce Nuss
Michael Nygard
Jeffrey Obst
Thomas Olson
David Omer
Rolf Parsons
Roger Pegg
Allan Peterson
Kent Pettersen
John Potyondy
David Reiter
Roger Richards
Sanfina Richert
James Rombouse
Gregg Rosenow
Curtis Rossow
Paul Roth
Walt Ruckheim
Douglas Running
Gerald Rustad
Charles Salonek
Stephen Sams
Larry Schrade
Jeffrey Severson
John Skurdalsvold
Jerry Smith
Dave Snyder
FRESHMEN

Freshmen, pictured left to right
Bottom Row, Tom Danger, Dave Okins, Brad Jagusch, Arnold Setzler, Doug Anderson, Douglas Aussen.
Middle Row, Bob Bonden, Ron Welch, Bob Richardson, Steve Brudevold, Fred Schweigert, Tony Riccobono, Mark Boche.
Top Row, Howard Dennis, Mark Johnson, Dan Duncomb, Gene Olson, Don Reed, David Macy, Stuart Fox.

Freshmen, pictured left to right
Bottom Row, Bill Brown, Jeff Fuhs, Peder Olson, Carl Lindholm, Jim Schramek, Kirk Brown.
Middle Row, Myles Hougen, Richard Connor, Jerome Johnson, Wally Knight, Dale Klick, Jim Jacobson, Wayne Johnson.
Top Row, Clifton Aichinger, Gordon Straka, James Walburg, Duane Sippel, Jerry Unfield, Rolf Erickson, Bob Blees.

FRESHMEN NOT PICTURED
James Bates
Thomas Benstead
Bill Casteel
Stephen Dahl
William Davidek
Mark Dietz
Lawrence Donovan
Robert Eastlund
Lance Free
Michael Hager
Mark Hoelsprung
David Horn
Stephen Kiseaden
Jams Kozak
John Lipzick
Thomas Magnuson
Douglas Marlowe
Michael Ostry
Gregory Otto
Terrance Patnode
Thomas Patterson
David Peterson
Dennis Reger
Lyle Reynolds
Frank Riggle
Russell Schaefer
Randall Schlosser
David Stephens
David Stolts
Duane Urman
Mark Vantassel
Gary Wavrin

SOPHOMORES
NOT PICTURED
Duane Spindler
Douglas Sprecker
Michael Stanton
Alan Stege
Philip Steen
Mark Stelby
Robert Stichman
Bradley Stoakes
Steven Strand
William Sullivan
Dennis Talvite
Fred Tureson
Wendel Weeks
Paul Weis
Richard Weisjahn
Frederick White
Charles Whitmore
Patrick Widboom
Richard Williams
Daniel Wilson
Henry Wisnewski
Terrance Wolfe
Rich Yurich
Cloquet 1967
by John Varro

The quarter spent at Cloquet has to be the most memorable for any forester during his four year ordeal at the University.

Cloquet '67 started out with wild Willie Wolertz trying to learn to use snowshoes. Willie was lucky the snow didn't last. Warm balmy winds quickly transformed the snow into the liquid state. By the end of the first week, the swamps were knee deep in water with a treacherous honey-comb of ice beneath. Many an unwary forester stepped into a hidden hole. On high ground, soft wet snow made wading unavoidable. There wasn't any easy going.

Even though the early thaw cut down on the snowball fights, it provided a longer softball season. The games were run on an impromptu basis. When time allowed, sides were quickly chosen up and the games began. Ernie Anderson was the super star of the base paths but he never did perfect that slide into third. Gary Ewert had such a blazing underhand fastball that he was banned from the mound in order to save on catchers. Rollie Roalstad's Chevy was banned from the diamond in order to save on infielders.

mustang stampede through the plantation... smelt fishing... and good old Curt's and Archie's?

We had course work to think about too: field trips to the mills... fire equipment demonstration... inventory project... prescribed burns... and that SNAP course in wildlife.

But even though the work was tough, the good times are the ones that stick in your mind. For many, Cloquet went all too fast. Before we realized it, the session was almost over and it was time for the ice cream social. That had to be a most fitting climax to the Cloquet session. Larry Bunge did his famous "one beer too many" dance, Bullwinkle shook hands with everybody—about three times, and the woodpile back in camp mysteriously changed positions.

By noon the next day, guys began pulling out headed for home and summer jobs. As they left, they carried with them their books, baggage and many fond memories.
SUMMER JOBS

How to Get Nowhere Fast
by Bob Ullrich

The summer started off with a, "Bang!" (left rear
that is). That was followed in hot pursuit by the left
front, right rear, and the near removal of the guts
of the car by a faulty drive shaft guard. I never real-
ized how lonely you could get in the California wilder-
ness with only your “busted” vehicle for company.

However, the summer wasn’t really all that bad.
My wife, Sonja, and I secured jobs at the Forest
Service Research Laboratory in Corvallis, Oregon
through the Region VI personnel office late last win-
ter. Last June, immediately after my six to eight
p.m. exam on the last day of exam week we threw
some belongings into our Chevy II and were off to
see the West. Twenty-two thousand miles; 56 Na-
tional Forests; 10 National Parks; and numerous less-
well known, but equally beautiful, locations later we
arrived back in the Twin Cities. I never realized the
tremendous diversity of talents that we foresters must
have to manage such a diversity of lands.

Since Sonja worked on the biological control of the
Douglas-fir Tussock Moth with the polyhedrosis virus,
while I spent my efforts on an assortment of forest
pathology studies, I received an excellent exposure to
Forest Service research problems as well as seeing
much of the forestry equipment and techniques used
in the woods.

Another task which required time, perseverance,
and diplomacy, consisted of attempting to tell the
Laboratories’ Administrative Officer that he really
should take better care of the cars. Another intelli-
gent observation concluded, “low profile tires were
not really made for the Forest Service roads over the
Sierra Nevada.”

And then there were the lab softball games against
the Oregon State University forestry graduate stu-
dents. I must admit during the games not many
runs crossed the plate, but the aftermath was really a
free-flowing affair (provided at the losers’ expense—
mostly O.S.U.’s).

I think it must have been the morning after one
of these nights that I rushed from the lab, grabbed
one of those hideous tangerine wagons and sped to
the warehouse only to wonder upon arrival there, why
I had not brought a key. Such are the many diver-
sified talents of a forester. Despite such momentary
lapses I think the research labs at Corvallis will put
up with another Minnesota student in the ensuing
summers. If you are interested I would by all means
urge you to apply for “the summer of a lifetime.”

Forest Inventory in Northern
Minnesota or:
“I Lived with the Finlanders”
by John Varro

When anyone asks me where I worked last sum-
mer I tell them I worked in Finland. Their usual
reply is a skeptical or surprised . . . “Where?!” After
I explain that I worked in the small town of Finland,
Minnesota, they invariably ask . . . “Where?!”

Finland is on the north shore of Lake Superior,
seventy miles past Duluth and about six miles inland
on state highway 1.

My job from June ’til September was forest in-
ventory. It meant a lot of work in the field with
aerial photos and a compass. However, on this par-
ticular piece of real estate you can’t always be sure
of your compass. Because of localized concentrations
of iron ore the declination varies anywhere from 3° to
15°. In one instance, my partner and I found a sec-
tion corner that had been misplaced by half a mile.
(At least it was a half mile from where we thought
we were.)

Some of the data we collected were timber volumes;
stand conditions; site indexes; and other vitally-im-
portant information, such as the daily activities of
moose, deer and ruffed grouse, and the location of
good trout hotspots and blueberry patches.
For each description we checked, we would first type map the area from aerial photos. Field work consisted of measuring volume plots with the prism and Bitterlich-stick methods, as well as determining site index with an increment bore, diameter tape, and Haga altimeter. The final step was to transfer the data, along with our recommendations, to land use cards. This required serious consideration, but after all our deliberation, when we reviewed the cards with the district forester, the land use recommendations were usually changed.

Some of the jobs big attractions were deer flies, mosquitoes, rain, swamps, flat tires, and poorly-engineered beaver dams. Nonetheless, I feel that I gained tremendously from the experience; this “education” was as important and relevant as that gained in my formal training at the University.

Of the eight fires I helped fight, ranging from 2,000-16,000 acres, it was necessary to use aerial “Slurry” bombardment on all but one. The sight of the “bird-dog” and subsequent TBM’s, B-17’s, and B-26’s made a quick “should-we-get-the-hell-out-of-here?” mandatory. The Trapper’s Peak fire on the Kaniksu Forest in northern Idaho was a memorable instance. The B-17 assigned to our sector made an initial pass. We were told not to worry. On the second pass, the plane flew so low that I casually tipped my hard-hat to the pilot, and he, just as casually dumped 2000 gallons of retardant on us! The next hour or so was spent in laughter at our pink buddies and loud oaths at the wet, slippery, stickiness that oozed over us. The lesson we learned was a blow to our egos, and the thought of the pilot's answer to my politeness sparked dire mutterings as to the fate of the next person who tipped his hat at the bombers.

Smokejumpers have a saying that sums up the summer: “The work’s not so hot, but the experience is great!”

**Hot-Shot!**
by Cal Kerr

During a particular hot and humid hike for “Uncle Sam” at Quantico, Virginia, the thoughts of a possible summer job in the high, cool, Western Rockies somewhat soothed me. A call to U.S. Forest Service Regional Headquarters at Missoula, Montana located a potential job as a member of an inter-regional Fire Suppression crew — formerly known as “hot-shot” crews. My lack of large-fire experience and, again, the thought of the snow-capped mountains prompted quick acceptance. To my surprise I found that stopping 16,000-acre fires requires more work than marching!

The I.R.F.S. crews were originally designed to be a well-trained, experienced, highly-mobile group of fire fighters. We were trained in the three principle phases of fire suppression; namely, initial attack, suppression, and mop-up. Yet, field experience proved that only hard physical output can snuff a fire that has heat, wind and drought in its favor.

**Summer in the Ozarks**
by William Wolertz

During this past summer I had the pleasure of working in the heart of the Ozarks in southeastern Missouri. I was employed by the U.S. Forest Service as a forestry aid and worked on the Fredericktown District of the Clark National Forest. Like so many other students, I got this job through Al Haligren.

There were two large recreation areas on the district and since they were located just ninety miles south of St. Louis, they received very heavy use. As a result, most of my work during the summer was spent on recreation. I had the opportunity to help construct campgrounds to meet the demands of present campers and to prepare for the future. Much of my time was spent cleaning up the recreation areas and performing many other duties on them. It is amazing just how many and varied the jobs are in a recreational area.
Although much of my time was spent on recreation, I had a chance to do some timber stand improvement work. This consisted mostly of crop tree release. When I first worked in the timber two things caught my attention. The first was the fact that there was very little brush, and the second was that there were very few mosquitoes. These two facts, combined with the beautiful oak and pine that cover the rolling hills of the Missouri Ozarks, made timber work a real pleasure.

This job gave me the chance to see first hand the problems of managing a recreational area. Because of the rising demands of recreation almost everyone that goes into forest management will, at one time or another, have to be concerned with the problems of recreation. The training I received and the fact that I met many friendly people made my summer both interesting and profitable.

A Summer in Colorado

by Wayne Jex

When Delbert Miller and I started out for Colorado in his excuse of a 1957 Plymouth I never thought we'd make it. With a few prayers we sputtered over the mountains in one piece and limped down the western slope. We would both be working in southwest Colorado, Del on the San Juan National Forest, and I on the Montrose District of the BLM. It was the first job offer I got from the 9 applications I sent out, so I took it. I was almost beginning to regret being so hasty when we drove out onto the flatlands and caught a glimpse of Montrose in the distance and the middle of nowhere. Del's hysterical laughter about cruising the pinyon-juniper didn't help much either.

I didn't regret it. I may not have worked on any full-fledged mountains but the 11,000-foot hills and 10,000-foot Blue Mesa were higher than a lot of mountains in other states. The range of vegetation types in such a relatively small area was hard to believe. I worked in everything from pinyon-juniper, cactus, and sagebrush to spruce-fir near timberline. The first few weeks were mostly spent in the office, coloring maps of land ownership. But after that the majority of my time was spent in the field cruising timber and jumping stumps. We used a Biltmore stick for measuring diameters and estimated the height in 16 foot logs of every merchantable tree. The paint guns we used for marking trees were also good for marking squirrels and other such furry critters. I also got my fill of measuring stumps and downed trees which near-sighted loggers had cut down without permission or payment. They paid later, however!

Besides these two activities I helped run boundary lines for timber sales and range management operations, did regeneration surveys, assisted in inspecting logging operations, helped calculate timber volumes, and did some timber sale appraisal. I may not have obtained any new academic knowledge, but the practical knowledge gained was something you can't get in school.

When the time came to leave I was sorry to go but I knew I'd be glad to get home. Delbert's car almost made it home, too, but unfortunately it died 100 miles short and we had to hitch a ride the rest of the way with my father.

A Summer in Montana

by John Mathweg

Tuesday, June 6, found a pair of intrigued foresters headed west. Lee Derksen was to spend the summer with the Forest Service in Salmon, Idaho. My job, as forestry aid, was with the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment in Dillon, Montana. We left early to allow ample time for some early fly fishing before starting work.

After spending the 8th and 9th fishing the Fire Hole, it was time to get Lee to Salmon. Bob Hess was to arrive a week later, so I spent the balance of the weekend looking for an apartment which the two of us could call home for the summer.

The following week found Bob and I, as well as a forestry senior from Penn State, spending our days searching for survey markers or hacking, cruising, and staking compass lines through the wilderness. Our nights were spent in quaint “two-dollar-per-night” hotels.

Once the job of establishing property lines neared completion, we were able to sample a variety of other forestry duties. These included the blazing and posting of cutting boundaries, setting up road grades, and cruising. At times we were lucky enough to accompany one of the two area foresters to check a snag, slash disposal, or road maintenance project, or the general progress of the timber sales. Other occasional duties included flagging slash areas and running transit traverse. Some of the hot, dry weekends in August brought the job of fire patrol, although we never did find any fires.

Free weekends found us fishing famous western rivers or traveling to such “points of interest” as Jackson Hole, Wyoming and Missoula. Labor Day weekend brought the famous festive occasion that you’ve all heard about: the Dillon Jaycees Rodeo.

The "hung-over" cowboys rode off into the sunset heralding the coming of September and the end of summer. John Burst was the first to leave, cheering as the train chugged off to Pennsylvania. After two short weeks Bob, with his guitar and cowboy hat, also headed east. After a few more days of fishing and a little more work, I brought up the rear thankful to have had the chance to try my hand at being a forester.

---

**Summer on the La Croix**

*by Tom Baruth*

On June 11, I “rolled” into the northern-Minnesota town of Cook for my summer work on the La Croix Ranger District of the Superior National Forest. When I reported for work on Monday morning I found that forestry students from Syracuse, Maryland, and Utah forestry schools were also working on the district. Paul, a Utah student, and I were members of the elite “La Croix Timber Beasts,” while the other guys worked on portages and trails.

Our first work assignment, plantation survival surveys, took several weeks to complete and went along smoothly until Paul and I had to continue without a forester. We were never lost, but there were several times when we didn’t know where we were.

Having satisfactorily completed that assignment, we cruised timber for four weeks. This consisted of walking through the woods and counting over 60,000 trees in a 100% cruise-lump-sum-sale! We kept track of what we had counted by leaving miles of string behind us. All that string running through the woods may have had the additional advantage of holding up many potential wind-throws, as I pointed out to one of the La Croix foresters.

Then, I got additional diverse experience working on an aerial release project and doing some office map work. In our spare time Paul and I had a lot of fun playing on the assistant ranger’s softball team.

Before I knew it summer was gone and it was time to pack up and leave for the Lake Itasca session. I hated to see such an enjoyable summer with a great bunch of U.S. Forest Service men end so soon.
Itasca Summer Session
1967
by Bill Morrissey and Terry Helbig

The 1967 Itasca Summer Session commenced officially at a meeting in the mess hall on Sunday night, August 20th. All of the seventy-six students in attendance had paid their fees, traversed the mouth of the Mississippi, and sampled the recreational facilities of Seaberg’s, Ole’s or the Headwaters Inn. Dr. Al Hallgren, Director of the Itasca session, opened the meeting by introducing the instructors and distributing class schedules. If there’s ever a fire, Dr. Hallgren cautioned, just ring the dinner bell in the kitchen to sound the alarm. It’s a good thing there were no fires because the kitchen was kept locked except at meal times.

Classes got under way Monday morning when group A went out for Botany with Dr. Scotty Scholten and Joe Collier and group B went to Mensuration. Botany lasted three agonizing weeks, but the post-final celebration made the long hours of memorization and study almost worthwhile. Steve Cornellier led the celebrants at Seaberg’s by toasting every plant he could remember. Late that same night about half the chairs disappeared from the mess hall and when the boys from “Stalag 2B” returned from Bemidji they found their cabin a bit crowded.

Mensuration with Dr. Hallgren and Jim Klein began with an exercise in tree height measurement. During the exercise, Bob Morrow was seen at the top of a red pine lowering his abney level to the ground on a string. It was very thorough course; every thing not covered in the field was included in the final exam.
Recreation with Sid Frissell started out good (no work) but this soon changed. Two large-scale recreation planning projects were required. One of the Premier designs was the Ezra T. Cooter Memorial Campground produced through the combined efforts of John Swanson and Lance Sorensen. The most unique nature trail was conceived by Greg Ryan and Stein Cornillier. It consisted of a bear den, an otter slide, petrified wood, a giant Sequoia, a geyser, and cliff dwellings—all this was intermingled with some of the most exotic flora outside the Amazon River Valley. Unfortunately, they lost the map of this trail making it impossible to relocate.

On Monday morning, under the direction of Dr. Arneman, soil from several sites around the park was collected and analyzed. The Soils test was taken after supper on Thursday of the fourth week. It was a long night for most because the soils reports were due at 8:00 a.m. Friday morning. A round of silence was given Dr. Arneman as he pulled out of camp shortly after this deadline.

Most of our long sleepless nights were spent laboring over the never-to-be forgotten ecology reports. Early morning sprints to Preachers Grove or the Brower Inn behind Paul Rudolf and Gil Churchill preceded several of the exercises. The most memorable of all, however, was BIOMASS!—a word which will become the rallying cry of foresters across the nation for generations to come. The last ecology class of the session was definitely the most relaxing. It consisted of ninety minutes of sleep with intermittent interruptions by Mr. Rudolf who was attempting to lecture in the office.

It wasn't all work at Itasca, however. Camera fans made frequent trips around the park as did Pete Roussopoulos with his jeep and members of his “Rat Patrol.” Cabin 34 won the football crown and a large gang of students practiced volleyball after supper every night. The practice was to no avail, however, as the faculty won the big volleyball game by a decisive margin. It was a rare day when the Cabin 32 boys weren't sailing flying saucers or retrieving them from the lake. Mealtimes provided welcome breaks because the food was always great. Seaberg's, Ole's, and the Headwaters Inn were always popular on the weekends and weekdays.
The last week of the session saw a few changes as seventy-six students sought release from the pressures of study. One Sunday morning everyone showed up late for breakfast—it seems that all the cabins were mysteriously locked from the outside during the night. "The Phantom" and his crew from cabin 34 were suspected. Cabin 35 attempted revenge by adding laxatives to the turkey dressing—a mistake for which they paid dearly. The gang-bang on cabin 35 that night included a chain on the door, a load of firewood on the roof and just a little water on the floor. People in the Lower Campground reported hearing many strange noises that night. One night during the last week when everyone was busy studying for finals and finishing up reports, Dan Seekins of cabin 24 burned a one foot high cross in front of cabin 34. It was a small but unimpressive ceremony. Twenty minutes later when most had gone back to work, an eight foot aspen cross, wrapped in newspaper and soaked in gasoline, burst into flames in front of cabin 24. "The Phantom" had struck again, but for the last time.

Right after breakfast the next morning seventy-six students gathered in the mess hall to take the ecology and mensuration finals. When these were finished, and the recreation reports were handed in, the session was over and the guys started packing up and heading for home. I think everyone feels as I do—the 1967 Itasca Summer Session was great and I'm proud to be a member of the Class of '69, School of Forestry, University of Minnesota.
Forestry Club
by Ron Salladay, President

Seeing that the capable editor of this year's Peavey, Jerry "Dingbats" Dowell, wants this report by the end of February, I thought I'd better sit down and write the "Forestry Club Story of 1968."

Forestry Club this year has been a big success, not because of the efforts of the Executive Board, but because of the combined effort of the entire Forestry Club.

The first meeting, with attendance close to 150, heard Tom Baruth and John Varro explain their tasks as Christmas tree Co-chairmen; Gary Davis ask for volunteers for Foresters' Day; and Bill Morrissey explain the Conclave events. Following the meeting we had coffee and donuts, and a slide program put on by some seniors and Cabin 34 at Itasca. The devil himself could learn some new tricks from some of the slides shown.

The next several meetings were mainly concerned with F-day and the X-mas tree project. It was really great to see so many volunteers for all the work that had to be done on these two projects. This was the first year since I have been a member that some volunteers had to be turned away. Attendance at the fall quarter meetings stayed in the 90's, and believe me it was a pleasant sight to see the best organization at the University with such vigorous participation.

Terry Helbig was a big help in keeping attendance up; he put on some great programs. We had Mr. Robert Herbst, Deputy Commissioner of Conservation for the Minnesota Conservation Department, Dr. Brockman, author of Recreational Use of Wildlands, and several other great speakers.
The second meeting of winter quarter saw 130 members present. Frank Koenig introduced the queen candidates and ballots were passed out. That night everyone was enthralled by the program. Terry showed Laurel and Hardy movies.

Frank Koenig and Bill Morrissey kept us well supplied with coffee and donuts after meetings this year. After being taken for $26.00 by the Student Center at the first meeting, we decided that we could do better fending for ourselves. By doing so we have been able to keep the treasury well in the black and award three $100 scholarships and make an additional contribution to the Peavey.

Frank and Bill waited impatiently to throw someone out of the meeting all year. Well, at the last meeting of winter quarter they succeeded by tossing Gary Davis out for being out of order.

I would like to thank some of those people who have helped make the club a success this year. I say some, because I am sure that everyone in the club has contributed to the club's success. First, Paul Smith, our advisor, for his excellent help and ideas; George Lightner for making all the past meetings sound as though they were organized when he read the minutes; Dewey Hanson for keeping the club in such good financial shape; Jerry Dowell for his help as vice-president; John Varro for his efficient work as Historian; Frank and Bill for the eats; Terry Helbig for his outstanding programs; and Tom Abbett for keeping us all in shape for I-M sports.

As a parting word, I would ask all students, new and old, to consider why you came to the School of Forestry. Was it because you want to work in the field of forestry? If the answer is yes, then feel some pride in the fact that you are going to the School of Forestry at the University of Minnesota, and also have some pride in yourself and do a good job. But remember that to do a good job you have to have more than an education. You have to be able to communicate with your fellow worker. The Forestry Club strives to promote that part of a person's education that no university can produce in its curriculum.
Fall Bonfire
by Bill Morrissey

On the first Wednesday of fall quarter a record crowd of students and faculty gathered for the Forestry Club bonfire on the field north of Forest Products. A gourmet supper of hotdogs, beans and Pepsi was served to more than 150 people. When everyone was settled, Forestry Club President, Ron Salladay, welcomed them to the bonfire and introduced the members of the Executive Board. He then introduced Dr. Frank Kaufert, Director of the School of Forestry, who in turn presented the faculty and gave a "short" welcoming speech.

After the introduction, conclave team captain Bill Morrissey assisted by several teammates, demonstrated some of the conclave events. This was an attempt to arouse a little interest in the upcoming conclave. Since little interest was shown I guess it was a success.

The climax of the evening was a sing-a-long with Wes Meier and Bob Stelnicki providing the music. The singing was wretched, but the first activity of the year was a success. To make it an official success, most of the gang went down to Manning's to swap summer job stories.
Conclave 1967
by Bill Morrissey

For the 1967 conclave team it was a rebuilding year. Of the thirteen men on the team only four had previously attended a conclave and only one had ever scored points in conclave competition. Considering this inexperience, the team's third place finish was a success. Michigan won the Midwestern Foresters' Conclave with 40 points. Host school Southern Illinois University finished second with 27 points, and Minnesota was third, collecting 21 points.

The Minnesota foresters took a new approach to this year's contest. When fall quarter started workouts were held every afternoon and on weekends. Runoffs and impromptu contests highlighted the team practices and when October fourteenth came, everyone was ready. Five of the team members left Green Hall on Wednesday afternoon. They spent Thursday seeing the cultural sights of St. Louis—the Gateway Arch, Anheuser-Busch Brewery and the Forest Park Zoo. The rest of the team spent Thursday on the road so that everyone was there a day early and able to get valuable on-site practice. I strongly recommend the policy of arriving early to all future teams. After a good breakfast on Saturday the Minnesota team took the field. Greg Ryan was the top point scorer for us with eight points. He placed first in the traverse and second in match split. Ron Salladay won the chopping crown and Terry Helbig drowned his opponents in tobacco spit. Other point winners for Minnesota were Bill Morrissey who took third in chopping despite digging up about a yard of sod, and Rog Richards who finished third in match split. Other members of the team were Myron Blank and Doug Anderson who entered two-man bucking, Chris Peterson and Pete Roussopoulos who logged and Fred Hensel, Al Burt and Steve Cornelier. Fred competed in one-man bucking, Al rolled the log with Terry and Steve was our dendro whiz and ace log tosser. After dinner and the presentation of prizes, Minnesota team captain Bill Morrissey presented the bearskin to the Illinois team. Actually, Illinois tied Missouri for last but they got the skin anyway. The Ice Cream Social won the undisputed gold medal. Suggestions for next year include more beer and more time to drink it. The big question for next year is what kind of chain saw are we going to win at Illinois.
The magic word among Forest Products students this past year has been FORPRO. FORPRO is the project name for the business enterprise formed to produce and market wood identification kits. The project began during the summer, with all buying, manufacturing and advertising being done by the club. Stearnswood, Inc., of Hutchinson, Minnesota, donated one hundred wooden boxes to hold the forty-four samples and an identification guidebook that makes up each kit. The final product price is thirteen dollars. The Twin Cities Hoo Hoo Club No. 12, under the leadership of Don Sage, helped market the kits. The project is now in its final production run, and with the sale of these fifty kits FORPRO will be phased out for the year. The proceeds will send club members on a ten day tour of the Northwest timber country at the end of the school year. It has been an invaluable practical experience.

Other club activities during the year included two special dinner meetings and an exchange with a Minneapolis campus business sorority and a marketing fraternity. We sponsored a booth during Welcome Week and a booth at the Northwestern Lumberman’s Convention. Our summer job placement service helped our students gain industry experience, and magazine subscriptions also broadened our learning at the University. Guest speakers highlighted our meetings, we helped finance a scholarship brochure, and finally, our club hosted a joint Hoo Hoo-School of Forestry meeting to discuss forest products student enrollment. Phil Johnston received the Annual Recognition Award.

I wish to personally thank all of the members and faculty for their never-failing enthusiasm and support. For a small club I think we do very well. Best wishes to next year’s officers.
The Forester's I-M sport program was a real success this past year. We finished near the top of the total participation point list for the first time in many years. Not only did the Foresters have teams or individuals in every sport, but they had good representation from all classes—freshman through senior. The large turn-out was due mainly to the great job done by the Forestry Club I-M sport director Tom Abbett.

Some of the highlights of the season were: Morrissey's comment as he dropped a perfect pass, "I lost it in the moon"... Spoden's tackle at mid-court in basketball... the "Jumper" Watson's start in the swimming relay... Mike Brandt scoring on his own goalie Gump Abbett... Bong's dropped third strike triple... Did you say roughing the passer Don?... Big Tim Resch's pin in wrestling... Dewey's hard spikes in volleyball, how is the hand Dewey?

It was a great fun-filled season, and a special vote of thanks goes to Gump Abbett for a fine job as I-M sports director.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPORTS</th>
<th>SEASON RECORDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOOTBALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foresters I</td>
<td>5th—Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foresters II</td>
<td>5th—Class C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASKETBALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foresters I</td>
<td>4th—Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foresters II</td>
<td>St. Paul Champions Class C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLLEYBALL</td>
<td>St. Paul Champions Class B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOCKEY</td>
<td>All-U-Champions Class E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIMMING</td>
<td>2nd St. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSISSIPPI SWIM</td>
<td>2nd St. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANDBALL</td>
<td>2nd—Class B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHERY</td>
<td>3rd—St. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOWLING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Tied 2nd—St. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>5th—All-U-Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd—St. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORSESHOES</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNIS</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST PITCH SOFTBALL</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foresters I</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foresters II</td>
<td>Class C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foresters III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOOTBALL

BOWLING

BASKETBALL
Today, more than in the past, it is the responsibility of students to seek and demand quality in both education and employment. Forestry is no exception. Fortunately, a group of foresighted individuals realized the contingencies of the future and took it upon themselves to found this national fraternal organization. They reinforced their convictions by adopting objectives to “secure and maintain a high standard of scholarship in forestry education, to work for the upbuilding of the profession of Forestry, and to promote fraternal relations among earnest workers engaged in forestry activities.”

The group has evolved so that its members now reach every segment of the profession. This includes private, public, commercial, non-commercial, field, research, office, and academic personnel. The aim is to introduce a common goal throughout the profession. Furthermore, the objectives enlist the contributions of all, in order that forestry today may yield a more enlightened science tomorrow.

With graduation, some will be taking their leave of Green Hall and taking up the work of Xi Sigma Pi elsewhere. It is sincerely hoped that each man, member or not, will find it within himself to contribute his best.
**Christmas Tree Project**  
*by John Varro and Tom Baruth, Co-Chairmen*

Whoever said “There’s no money in forestry” was talking through his hat. We made a bundle this year—over two grand worth of profit. The Christmas tree project this year was filled with successes, humor, and very few setbacks.

We had quite a selection for sale this year. We handled eight species of trees so I am sure we had the best selection in town. Where else could you buy a jack pine Christmas tree? We actually had two and sold them both. In addition we had Douglas-fir and Austrian pine (two newcomers to our lot) as well as the traditional black spruce, white spruce, balsam fir, red pine and scots pine. We also sold wreaths and boughs this year and pine cones (sugar pine, digger pine and white pine). Naturally, people flocked to the lot and there were times when four salesmen were kept very busy. Eight days after we opened and eight days before Christmas we had sold out everything except eleven balsam and one spruce.

Most of the spruce were sprayed and cut at the Cloquet Forest Research Center. We also got our Doug-fir from Cloquet. The guys who helped on the spraying and cutting did a real good job of scavenging over the plantation.

The remainder of the trees were ordered from various sources. The boughs (two large truckloads) were generously donated by Dan Ross from a pruning operation on his land.

---

**Bull of the Woods**  
*by Bill Morrissey*

Writing the Bull of the Woods is a tremendous responsibility. The editor must be an intelligent, reliable, resourceful and dedicated individual. He must possess a keen understanding of the workings of the Forestry Club and he must be a friend of Dewey Hanson’s so that he knows what is going on in the School. He must have complete command of the English language so that the Bull is always rhetorically interesting and grammatically correct. Unfortunately, there is no one in School who fulfills these requirements. But since I know Dewey, I got the job.

Being editor of the Bull is such an important and time consuming job that it is too much work for one normal person to handle. However I did it! Seriously, I would like to thank all of you who kept your lousy jokes to yourself and spared me the agony of listening to them. Thanks to Kathie for typing—“you done a good job”—and thanks to Ken for his cooperation and a couple of good running feuds. All you Bob Hopes who contributed: thanks to you too.

I hope you enjoyed all those hilarious jokes and puns and those unbelievably funny poems as much as I did. Good luck to next year’s editor. He’s going to need it.
F-DAY CHAIRMEN

General Chairman .................. Gary Davis
Finance Chairman .................. Tom Baruth
Field Events ........................ Bill Morrissey
Special Event ......................... Ron Salladay
Dance Chairman ..................... Chuck Spoden
Queen Chairman ..................... Frank Koenig
Closed Coffee Hour ................. George Lightner
Open Coffee Hour ................... Mark Stehly
Buttons and Tickets ............... Chris Peterson
Displays .............................. Dan Seekins
Publicity ............................ Tim Resch, Fred Hensel
Loggers' Breakfast .................. Dave Marben
Skits .................................. Moose Varro
Prizes ................................ Mike Brandt
Beards ................................. Terry Helbig
Throne ................................. Jim Russell

KATHY EWER

MIRIAN McELHERAN

KATHY STEWART

KAREN MEACHAM
and by the grad students. We won't say anything about them because we believe in letting he who is without sin stone the first cast! Following the skits Jerry Dowell was presented the Son of Paul award and Dr. Scott Pauley received the Uncle of Paul award.

Shortly after noon the Queen Coronation took place at the throne in front of Green Hall and lovely JoAnne Hemming was crowned Daughter of Paul.

The weather that afternoon was perfect and the Field Events were the best ever. Over one-hundred and fifty participants competed in thirteen events. Two new events, mixed sawing and a three-man relay, attracted a lot of attention. Frank Koenig teamed up with Queen JoAnne to buck a nine-inch squared red oak log in record time. The relay event was captured by John Varro, Bill Morrissey and Rog Richards who sawed, chopped and climbed faster than any other team.
After the field events the guys with dates went to the 21 Club dinner at Hafner’s, while the strays dined in style at the Sveden House. The Stump-jumpers’ Ball followed the dinners and provided a fitting climax to a great day. Harry Stroble’s Orchestra played music for dancing until the intermission when prizes were presented. The canoe trip prize was won by Bill Morrissey, who was the individual total point winner. The Kangaroo Court met and found some violators of the dress code present. For their crime Dr’s. Kaufert, Irving, Meyer and senior Dale Benoit were sentenced to sing their version of that old favorite “Logger Lover.”

For the success of Foresters’ Day we can thank General Chairman Gary Davis, the events chairmen, and all who participated to prove what we have always known: Foresters are better!
"Look Steve, she can't even boil water!"
Corn-y-ae goes up?

863 hours of practice and still No. 2
STUMPJUMPERS BALL

"I use brand $^\dagger$ pee-poo $^\dagger$ blade."

Beard Contestants

What a weekend
CHOPPING
1 Bill Morrissey
2 Ron Salladay
3 Terry Costello

POLE CLIMB
1 Bill Morrissey
2 Carl Lindholm
3 Jim Bloemendal

ONE MAN BUCKING
1 Moose Varro
2 Terry Costello
3 Jim Russell

LOG THROW
1 Bob Stelnicki
2 Jim Russell
3 Dennis Holes

CHAIN THROW
1 Corky Westerman
2 Beechnut Helbig
3 Dewey Hanson

TOBACCO SPITTING
1 Corky Westerman
2 Jim Leet
3 Chris Peterson

LOG ROLLING
1 Bill Morrissey-Ron Salladay
2 Gene Miller-Steve Nelson
3 Jim Bloemendal-Jim Russell

TWO MAN BUCKING
1 Ron Salladay-Chris Peterson
2 Don Baker-Wayne Jex
3 Jim Bloemendal-Jim Russell

MATCH SPLITTING
1 Chuck Spoden
2 Rog Richards
3 Don Westerman

MIXED SAWING
1 Frank Koenig-JoAnne Hemming
2 Bill Morrissey-Michele Morrissey
3 Ron Salladay-Morrissey

RELAY-SPECIAL EVENT
1 Varro-Morrissey-Richards
2 Moore-Salladay-Lightner
3 Russell-Roussopoulos-Bloemendal

TRVERSE
1 Terry Costello
2 Rocky Baruth
3 Gary Heinrich

EGG THROW
1 Dewey Hanson-Nancy Hanson
2 Stein Corniellier-Kathy Ewer
3 Frank Koenig-JoAnne Hemming

BEARDS
Longest—Duane Kick
Bushiest—Duane Hanson
Best Groomed—Terry Costello
Best Try—Nick Vagle

COMPANIES DONATING PRIZES FOR Forester's Day 1968:
- Atkin Saws
- Nelson Paint Co.
- Burgess Battery Co.
- Estwing Mfg. Co.
- Federal Cartridge Corp.
- Hearst Magazines
- Red Wing Shoes
- Mann Theatres
- Old Log Theatre
- Outers Laboratories Inc.
- Popular Science Publishing Co. Inc.
- Savage Arms
- Lazy Ike Corp.
- Ben Meadows Co.
- Victor Tool Co.
- James Heddon's Sons
- W. R. Weaver Co.
- Lufkin Rule Co.
- Garcia & Co. Inc.
- Leupold Scopes
- Bausch & Lomb Inc.
- Nicholl Brothers Inc.
- Pachmayr Gun Works
- Johnson Reels
- Fayette R. Plumb Inc.
- Marble Arms & Mfg. Co.
- Holt, Rinehart & Winston Inc.
- Kelty Mfg. Co.
- Zebo
- Chippewa Boots
- Havahart
- Adirondack Boats Inc.
- Jackson Products
- Bill Rom Canoe Outfitters
- Canadian Waters
- Marathon Bait Co.
- Ute Mountain Corp.
- Inventors Products Co.
Forester Varsity Athletes

PETE ROUSSOPOULOS, Goalie

RICK YURICH

TOM FINK, Left Guard

GREG HUGHES, Center

Others not pictured: JOHN SWANSON, Swimming; JOHN BEYER, Basketball.
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Carolind Scholarship ......................... Robert Ullrich, '68 ($250); Eugene Singsaas, '68 ($250); Thomas Baruth, '69 ($300); Kenneth Sloan, '70 ($300); Gene Olson, '71 ($300)

Chapman Foundation Forestry Scholarships
Freshmen ........................................... Russell Schaefer, '71 ($300); Richard Iverson, '71 ($300); Louis Tilton, '71 ($300); Mark Johnson, '71 ($300)

Sophomore ........................................... Kim Elverum, '70 ($200); Bruce Gerbig, '70 ($200); Richard Williams, '70 ($200); Calvin Finch, '69 ($200)

E. G. Cheyney Memorial Scholarship ............ Clifford Eng, '68 ($75); Duane Hanson, '68 ($75); Nolan Noren, '68 ($75)

Federated Garden Clubs of Minnesota, Inc. ... David Jacobs, '69 ($100)

Forest Products Marketing Scholarships ....... William Schiltz, '69 ($300); Bruce Schmidt, '69 ($300); Larry Demaree, '69 ($300)

Forestry Club Scholarships ..................... Steve Corneillier, '69 ($100); Bill Morrissey, '69 ($100); John Varro, '68 ($100)


Samuel B. Green Scholarship Medal ............. Robert Ullrich, '68

Robert L. Goudy Scholarship .................... Elmer Schmidt, '69 ($300)

Homeite Forestry Scholarships .................. Robert Ullrich, '68 ($300)

Oscar L. Mather Scholarship Award ............ Robert Hess, '68

Charles Lathrop Pack Essay Contest ............ Jack Blackwell, '70 ($60); Roger Pegg, '70 ($30); Richard Iverson, '71 ($15)

Henry Schmitz Leadership Awards .............. Gerald Dowell, '68 ($150); Ronald Salladay, '68 ($150); Robert Ullrich, '68 ($150)

Edward L. Lawson Writing Contest ............. John Varro, '68 ($75); Thomas Hoel, '69 ($25)

Xi Sigma Pi Freshman High Scholarship ........ Paul E. Weis, '70

GRADUATE STUDENT FELLOWSHIPS

Boise-Cascade .................................... Paul Noreen

Northwest Paper Foundation Fellowship in Forestry ................................. Malchus Baker

OUR STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES

STUDENT COUNCIL
Gary Herron

STUDENT FACULTY INTERMEDIARY BOARD
Carl Reidel—Advisor
Richard Williams
Steve Sams
Philip Splett

STUDENT CENTER BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Mark Stehly
Brian Dailey

HONOR CASE COMMISSION
George Lightner
Tim Resch
Bruce Rottink
Which way are the engineers coming from?

Okay, where did you hide the ice cream?

Al Burt Einstein?
"This is Big Al"

"This sure beats Wisconsin beer"

Supper Club
Faculty Advisor ..........Carl Reidel
Editorial Manager ......Bill Morrissey
Business Manager ......Tom Baruth
Advertising Manager ....Nick Vagle
Secretary Treasurer.....Ernie Anderson
Photographers ..........Greg Ryan
Alumni Sales ..........Chuck Tauer
Local Sales . Frank Koenig, Gary Davis,
Steve Cornellber, Dewey Hanson,
Dan Duncomb, Dan Hanson
Other Staff ... Rog Richards, Rog Skistad,
Bob Hess, Tim Resch,
Wayne Jex, John Varro
Alumni ..................Ken Winsness
Editor ..................Jerry Dowell
MARTIN L. ERICKSON
Class of 1903

We are extremely proud and honored to have Martin L. Erickson as the first graduate of the School of Forestry.

ALUMNI
A Report from the President

-MINNESOTA FORESTRY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION-

Dear Alumnus:

The past year has been a most interesting one for the members of the Minnesota Forestry Alumni Association and the Association Executive Board.

The annual Fall banquet was held at the American Legion Club in St. Paul Thursday evening, October 26, 1967. This banquet was very well attended by alumni who were obviously enjoying themselves renewing old acquaintances and visiting.

The program high lights included an excellent report on School of Forestry activities by Dr. Frank Kaufert and an outstanding program presentation by Dr. Lawrence C. Merriam, Jr., of the University Forestry School staff. Dr. Merriam’s talk on parks and recreation in various European countries was illustrated with excellent slides.

The M.F.A.A. Spring banquet was held Thursday, April 18, 1968, also in the downtown American Legion Club. An important high light of this meeting was the presentation of Scholarship and Leadership awards to School of Forestry students. Recipients of the Henry Schmitz Leadership awards were Gerald T. Dowell, Ronald F. Salladay, and Robert C. Ulrich. Recipients of the E. L. Lawson Memorial Scholarships included John T. Varro and Thomas L. Hoel. The E. G. Cheyney Memorial Scholarship recipients included Clifford P. Eng, Duane J. Hanson, and Nolan H. Noren. Calvin Finch of Bloomington, Minnesota, received the Chapman Foundation Scholarship for Sophomores award and Elmer L. Schmidt of Vesta, Minnesota, received the Robert L. Goudy Memorial Scholarship. The alumni were extremely pleased to have this opportunity to recognize these outstanding young men.

Dr. Frank Kaufert described new happenings at the University, introduced new staff members, and explained current problems. The excellent film “White-tailed Deer” by R. Dale Sanders was viewed with much enthusiasm and pleasure by the group. The evening program ended after the showing of the high lights of the Minnesota Vikings 1967 entitled “One Step Away.”

Among the more serious problems considered by the Alumni Association Executive Board was the matter of improving the status of our Forestry School within the framework of the University of Minnesota organization. As in previous years, it was again the unanimous opinion of the Executive Board that forestry should be recognized in the designation of the Institute of Agriculture and that the name “School of Forestry” should be changed to the title “College of Forestry,” and that the recently established “Divisions” be renamed “Departments.” It is the feeling of the Executive Board and most alumni that the school should not logically continue as one of the Divisions under the Institute of Agriculture.

A questionnaire was devised by the Association to assess the status of previous graduates of the School of Forestry. Although this questionnaire may be revised, many alumni have expressed great interest in what has happened to the more than 2,100 graduates of the school. The completion and return of these forms by alumni will be of great assistance to the school, and the results will be made available to the alumni through the “Gopher Peavey.”

It has been a rewarding experience to serve as President of the Minnesota Forestry Alumni Association this past year. I am much indebted to Ken Winsness, other Forestry faculty members, and Executive Board members for much assistance and cooperation during the year.

C. B. Buckman, President,
Minnesota Forestry Alumni Association

REMEMBER YOUR SCHOOL OF FORESTRY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
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An Open Letter from an Alumnus

Congratulations on the best Peavey ever. This issue makes the issues of 1936, 1937, 1938 and 1939 of which I was very proud, look shabby. Not only was the format great, but the content was terrific.

Every year when the Peavey arrives, I get filled with a great nostalgia, and always drink a beer for old Itasca, another for Cloquet, and then start toasting the great (since being absorbed by the Institute of Technology? I was surrendering only to the faculty. By the way, are the Mining Engineers still our allies? Or have they become assimilated since being absorbed by the Institute of Technology? I was bored the hell out of me, but I sure did enjoy meeting a lot of the old class, and steering some of them to the better San Francisco saloons.
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL E. G. CHEYNEY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

Once again it was the pleasure of the Minnesota Forestry Alumni Association to award the E. G. Cheyney Memorial Scholarships at the Spring Banquet.

As you know, Professor Cheyney was a firm believer in having mastery of the communication skills. He felt the ability to communicate, either by speaking or by writing, to be a foresters' strongest asset. Therefore, the selection for the E. G. Cheyney Memorial Scholarship is based on excellence in the field of writing and speaking. Qualifying students must be juniors or seniors registered in the School of Forestry. The School of Forestry Scholarship Committee, composed of A. R. Hallgren, R. D. Thompson, and K. E. Winess (Chairman), reviewed the Rhetoric grades for excellence and improvement and selected three award winners.

This year's recipients are Clifford P. Eng, Forest Products Marketing from Buffalo, Minnesota; Duane J. Hanson, Forest Resources Development from St. Paul, Minnesota; Nolan H. Noren, Forest Resources Development from Chisago City, Minnesota.

Again we thank all of our alumni for making this award possible and wish the recipients well in their life's profession of forestry.

RECIPIENTS OF AWARDS

CLIFFORD ENG
DUANE HANSON
NOLAN NOREN

TWIN CITIES CHAPTER (MFAA) HOLDS ANNUAL BANQUETS

F. H. Kaufert Presents the Henry Schmitz Leadership Awards to:

JERRY DOWELL
RON SALLADAY
BOB ULLRICH

C. Buckman '40 presents First Annual E. L. Lawson Memorial Award to John Varro.

Dillon P. Tierney is retired in Chisago City, Minnesota. He states—"I have been much interested in Forestry developments along our northern state boundary but unfortunately my health will not permit my taking an active part in proceedings. It seems as if it is now very much a case of "too many cooks spoil the broth," and also of "cooks" who are well versed in activities other than those concerned with conservation."

S. Grant Harris, Jr., is retired in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He writes—"Three month trip last winter to South Pacific, two weeks in New Zealand and month in Australia. Currently, November, 1967, leaving for six weeks trip to Panama and West Coast of South America and balance of winter will be spent in the mountains of southern Arizona."

Leo Isaac is retired in Portland, Oregon. Leo Isaac, for the past three years Executive Secretary of the Joint Office, steps out after successfully fulfilling another assignment in his long and fruitful career. Isaac retired the first time in 1956 after having served with the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station at Portland since 1924. His last ten years were as senior silviculturist. During Leo's active employment with this organization he attained national recognition as an authority on Douglas fir silviculture. Retirement for Leo Isaac has been but a change of scenery. In 1956 he accepted an assignment by the United Nations in Turkey and after 2½ years service, he traveled throughout Western Europe and the British Isles on a special seed-use assignment. Upon returning to the U.S. he took on a professorship at Oregon State University. There have been numerous awards presented Isaac for his many achievements.

Norman E. Borlaug is Director of the Rockefeller Foundation International Wheat Improvement Program in Mexico. Norman E. Borlaug is receiving richly deserved recognition these days for his success in breeding wheat varieties of such high yielding capacity that in 20 years they've enabled Mexico to shift from a wheat-importing country to becoming an exporting country, and they are causing big wheat yield increases in India, Pakistan, Turkey and other Far East countries where the increase is sorely needed. In addition, Dr. Borlaug is successfully teaching young natives of food-short countries to follow in his footsteps. Dr. Borlaug is Director of the Rockefeller International Wheat Improvement Program. Most recent recognition was the Genetics and Plant Breeding Award conferred by the National Council of Commercial Plant Breeders. Last November he was recipient of the American Agricultural Editors Distinguished Service to Agriculture Award, and prior to that, of the University of Minnesota Outstanding Achievement Award and the E. C. Stakman Award. Often, when the subject of world hunger is being discussed, one hears the remark that underdeveloped countries should be helped to help themselves. Doing exactly that is the reason that Borlaug's work is of such great value.

Fred E. Dickinson is Director of the Forest Products Laboratory of the School of Forestry, University of California in Richmond, California. He participated in the organization meeting of the International Academy of Wood Science, held at the Centre Technique du Bois, Paris, June 2, 1966, and was elected vice-president and to the board of advisors. In May, 1966 he presented a paper "Recent development in the United States in the Manufacturing Processes for Lumber, Veneer and Plywood" at the 2nd Wood Technology Colloquium at Braunschweig, Germany.

Robert A. Zabel is Associate Dean of Biological Sciences and Instruction at the SUNY College of Forestry at Syracuse, New York. He says—"We appreciate being informed on Minnesota's School of Forestry progress and the activities of classmates and other associates through the Peavey each year. The only personal note I can think of is that I enjoy and find most challenging general responsibilities for Biological Sciences and Instruction at the College. We are looking forward to moving into a new Biological Sciences building this summer and hope that many can pay us a visit as its dedication in the fall of 1968."

Tom Partridge is the owner of the Ready Mixed Concrete Company in Newton, Iowa. He states—"This has been a busy and a pleasant year for us. We traveled a great deal here and abroad and still enjoyed our cabin in northern Minnesota, as well as enjoying all the hunting I wanted from goose to moose. Now that I am about to retire I find myself getting back into lumbering. Brothers Dick and Len and I bought a lumber yard at Nevada, Iowa. Len, Class of 1952, is the active manager. With his background of U. of M. Lumber Merchandising we can't help but make a mint."

Gerald J. Sullivan is Itasca County Extension Agent in Grand Rapids, Minnesota. He reports—"Foresters from the Class of 1949 are taking over Itasca County: William Marshall is County Land Commissioner, Bob Amborn is SCS Work Unit Conservationist for Itasca Co., SWCD, Wally Froeming is Itasca Co. FHA Supervisor and I am Itasca Co. Extension Agent."

Robert B. Wallin is Branch Manager for the U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers, Inc. in Minnetonka, Minnesota. He sends us this information—"The big news of '67 is U.S.P.'s merger with Champion Papers, Inc. to make us a billion dollar corporation and now the second largest paper-pulp corporation in the world. We have also outgrown our present plywood warehouse location and will build a new and better materials handling complex in 1968. Our St. Paul Staff includes nine (9) U. of M. Foresters."

Ltc John K. Hillman is a Lieutenant Colonel for the U. S. Army in Fayetteville, North Carolina. He reports—"Enjoyed 30 days leave at home with the family during the Christmas and New Year holiday season after spending a year in Vietnam. I extended my tour in Vietnam for six months and am now commanding the 2nd Maintenance Battalion (Direct Support). Expect to return to the States approximately 1 August, 1968."

Robert A. Megraw is a Research Scientist for Weyerhaeuser Company's Research Division in Seattle, Washington. He currently received first place in the Annual Wood Award Competition. His winning entry, "A Hydrodynamic Particulate Approach to Pit Membrane Pore Size Distribution," is a condensation of work done for his doctoral thesis at the University of Minnesota under Dr. Ralph L. Hossfeld.

Craig M. Smith is a Park Planner for the Department of Recreation and Conservation in British Columbia, Canada. He says—"There are now three of us. We had a baby girl in January, 1967, Christine Marie is her name. Last summer was spent cruising the west coast in a boat looking for marine park sites, plus a few weeks in the Okanagan Mountains establishing alpine parks. We are encountering quite a variety of country."

Steven G. Thorne is an Ensign in the U.S. Naval Reserve in San Francisco, California. He writes—"I am presently Assistant Supply Officer at the Naval Communication Station, Finegau, Guam, in the fabulous South Pacific. Greetings to Ken and the rest of the faculty."
ALUMNI NEWS

1903

MARTIN L. ERICKSON is retired in San Diego, California. He sends us this information — "I have no classmates — 1900 was too early for forestry students at the University of Minnesota. But I knew several boys who graduated in 1906 — including John H. Allison who carries on correspondence with me. I have no nearby relative here in San Diego. My daughter lives in San Francisco and she has two boys, one at college and the other is in the Navy." Thank you very much for your extra contribution to the E. G. Cheyney Memorial Scholarship Fund, Martin.

1906

SAWYER T. DETWILER is retired in Arlington, Virginia. He says — "This past year I have been much interested in learning to know more about the local environment in the smallest county in the U.S. From now on, the general public must pay closer attention to ecological conditions in the life of the communities of which they are a part. The many types of pollution of air, water, soil and food that are injurious to all forms of life, can be kept fit for existence only by wise ecological measures of control, and public support for such measures." We enjoy your correspondence very much Sam, Keep it up!

1909

DILLION P. TIERNEY is retired in Chisago City, Minnesota. He sends us this information — "I have been much interested in Forestry developments along our northern state boundary but unfortunately my health will not permit my taking an active part in proceedings. It seems as if it is now very much a case of "too many cooks spoiling the broth," and also of "cooks" who are well versed in activities other than those concerned with conservation." We've missed you at the M.F.A.A. Banquets, Dillon.

1910

WALTER M. MOORE reports to us from Fairborn, Ohio where he is retired.

1911

ROBERT L. DEERING reports to us from San Francisco, California where he is retired.

1912

CHARLES L. LEWIS sends us word from Shell Lake, Wisconsin where he is an Executive Officer for two Cranberry Co's.

1913

JOHN A. STEVENSON reports to us from Washington, D.C. where he is retired.

1914

SAMUEL B. DETWILER is retired in Washington, D.C. He says — "At eighty years still healthy and active, as is Mrs. Pettibone. Regards to all," And the best to you, Heman.

1918

S. GRANT HARRIS, JR. is completely retired in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He writes — "Three months last winter on trip to South Pacific, two weeks on New Zealand and month on Australia. Currently, November 25th, 1967, leaving for six weeks Panama and west Coast of South America and balance of winter in Mountains of Southern Arizona." We miss you at the M.F.A.A., banquets Grant.

1920

SHIRLEY C. BRAYTON is retired in Dunedin, Florida. He sends us this word — "Still living in quiet retirement in the Florida sun."
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Pat and Sid Cornell
HUBERT L. PERSON reports to us from Danville, California where he is retired.

ALBERT E. WACKERMAN reports to us from Bluffton, South Carolina where he is a retired Professor Emeritus.

OTIS C. McCREERY is retired in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. He sends us this information—"I have retired from Alcoa Foundation. I am continuing for awhile as chairman of the Pennsylvania State Board of Education. This keeps me as busy as I want to be. It's always good to get news of Bill Sunday and others of my vintage and those forestores who were on the football teams of 1921-1922. Marsh Ryman and Murray Warmth are to be congratulated for sharing the conference championship this year. But win, lose, or draw I am always proud of every aspect of Minnesota, educational, athletic, or in national leadership." And we are extremely proud that you are one of our alumni, Otis!

RALPH M. NELSON reports to us from Asheville, North Carolina where he is retired.

ORCUTT W. FROST is a Consultant for Fiberboard Processes and Products in Grand Marais, Minnesota. He says—"Have been working as a project director on a new fiberboard plant as part of a redwood integrated operation in northern California. Now held up due to the redwood parks controversy and possibility of losing the timber resource for the operation."

ARTHUR L. NELSON reports to us from Phoenix, Arizona where he is retired.

CLARENCE W. SUNDAY sends us word from Marshalltown, Iowa where he is retired.

HAROLD OSTERGAARD reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is working part-time for the Minnesota Department of Administration.

MAXON Y. PILLOW is a Researcher for the Forest Products Lab in Madison, Wisconsin. He writes—"Greetings: Following a coronal year last year it was mutually agreeable with the Forest Service to retire after ca. 44 years spent mostly at the FPL. Not the longest period at one installation, but close. However, it has given me some time to catch up on unfinished research delayed by administrative jobs. I'm having fun and convinced also of being useful. Kathryn and I hope to get to the School late this year to get reacquainted with the Faculty, et al. For now—Best regards." And the same to you Maxon.

EUGENE T. ERICKSON is retired in Clifton Corners, New York. He says—"Same as last year. Planning a trip to Europe in 1968. Would have gone to the Rose Bowl game if the Gophers had won."

HYMAN M. GOLDBERG reports to us from Phoenix, Arizona where he is an Assistant Forest Supervisor for the Tonto National Forest.

RALPH M. LINDGREN is retired in St. Paul, Minnesota. He writes—"Pardon the long delay. I was away for over 3 months in Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand and your letter was in the stack of mail awaiting my return. Everything went fine on the trip and continues okay." We enjoyed visiting with you at the Canine Scholarship Luncheon, Ralph. Thanks so much for the scholarship.

NOBEL SHADDUCK reports to us from Annandale, Minnesota where he is an Attorney-at-Law.

ERNEST L. KOLBE reports to us from Portland, Oregon where he is Director of Forestry Services for the Western Wood Products Association.

CARL G. KRUEGER is retired from the U.S. Forest Service in Coeur d' Alene, Idaho. He states—"Not much change. Still work as a part time instructor in the Forestry Technician course at the North Idaho Junior College."

LESLIE W. ORR is retired in Kaysville, Utah. He says—"We keep busy with a big garden, a few fruit trees, and lawn to care for. Do a lot of fishing, golfing, and snow skiing. Got a deer last fall and many ducks and a few pheasants. Our son, Wayne, is District Ranger on the Apache National Forest in New Mexico and our daughter, Mary, lives near us in Kaysville."

HARRY E. PATTERTSON sends us word from Cloquet, Minnesota where he is Safety Director for the Conwed Corporation.

ARTHUR F. VERRALL reports to us from Nacogdoches, Texas where he is a Professor at the Stephen F. Austin State College.

OLIVER M. COOK is retired in Merrifield, Minnesota. He reports—"As of May 1, 1966 I will be on the "Retired" list. We will be living at Big Pelican Lake, north of Brainerd. Plan on taking a 3 or 4 week trip to Los Angeles, California, and see my son. Also friends going and coming. Thanks for the old copies of the Gopher Passey's, we will make good use of them."

MERRILL E. DETERS is Professor of Forestry at the University of Idaho in Moscow, Idaho. He writes—"Have studied the Kaufert if he has learned yet what is a Gypsy Fly?"

ERNEST J. GEORGE reports to us from Mandan, North Dakota where he is a Research Forester for the Northern Great Plains Research Center.

GEORGE M. HALVORSON reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is retired from the Western Electric Co.

FRANK H. KAUFERT sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is the Director of the School of Forestry at the University of Minnesota.

RAY W. KNUDSON passed away this year. We extend our deepest sympathies.

GUS LIMSTROM is retired in San Diego, California. He states—"We moved out here last October and are enjoying the southern California climate. Had a pleasant visit from Paul Rudolf, a '28 classmate, and his wife in March. We plan to enjoy August and September this year at Eagles Nest Lake—between Tower and Ely, Minnesota."

HAROLD F. RATHBUN reports from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Research Associate for the School of Forestry. Thanks for your assistance on the M.F.A.A. Board, Harold.

PAUL G. RUDDOL is a Consulting Forester for the North Central Forest Experiment Station in St. Paul, Minnesota. He writes—"Retired from North Central Forest Experiment Station December 30, 1966 after nearly 38 years in the Forest Service. Put in part time service as Lecturer for the Forest School at Cloquet (April-May, 1957) and Itasca Park (August-September, 1967). Currently employed on intermittent basis for U.S. Forest Service as Expert on revision of the Woody Plant Seed Manual. In between times paint house, garden, travel and work with Boy Scouts."

WALDEMAR R. ANDERSON sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a consulting appraiser for the Bank of Wisconsin.

DAN E. BULFEN reports to us from Portland, Oregon where he is Regional Personnel Officer for the U.S. Forest Service.

A. DALE OAHMAN is Chairman of the Chapman Chemical Company in Memphis, Tennessee. He writes—"Our family and business con
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continue to grow and absorb most of our energy, but leave enough for travel, skiing, hunting, and loafing." We really enjoyed your visit and talk at last years Chapman Scholarship Banquet, A. Dale.

WILLIAM E. HALLIN is retired in Roseburg, Oregon. He sends us this word — "I retired from U.S. Forest Service at the end of June, 1967."

JOHN R. NEETZEL is a Research Associate for the School of Forestry, University of Minnesota in St. Paul, Minnesota. He says — "Still working with the School of Forestry on the use of wood on the farms."

LAWRENCE B. RITTER reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Co-Securities Dealer and also Consulting Forester and Employee — Land Acquisition Department of Administration for the State of Minnesota.

RAY TILDESEN reports from Minneapolis, Minnesota where is the Owner of the Liquid Scale Gauge Company.

1930

CARL E. BENSON sends us word from Russellville, Arkansas where he is on the Lands Staff of the U.S.F.S.

WILLIAM H. BRENER reports to us from Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin where he is with the Department of Natural Resources, Conservation Division.

CLARENCE D. CHASE is Principal Resource Analyst for the North Central Forest Experiment Station in St. Paul, Minnesota. He says — "I will be retiring sometime early in 1968. Hope to travel a bit and to see some old friends scattered over the country. My children are grown up and married. Dorothy and I are in fairly good health." Good luck on your retirement, Clarence.

RALPH W. LORENZ is a Professor of Forestry at the University of Illinois in Urbana, Illinois. He says — "I am finishing my 30th year at the U. of Ill. Plan to spend 2 months at our Blackduck summer camp for U. of I. Foresters. I attended the National SAF meetings in Ottawa, Canada last fall and has a very nice visit with the gang at the Minnesota breakfast."

HAROLD L. MITCHELL sends us word from Madison, Wisconsin where he is Chief, Division of Wood Quality Research at the U.S. Forest Products Lab.

GEORGE T. OLSON sends us word from College Station, Texas where he is with the Texas Forest Service.

HUGO J. PAWEK reports to us from Eutawville, South Carolina where he is Vice President of the Mower Lumber Company.

ARVID TESAKER is with the U.S. Soil Conservation Service in the State of Minnesota. He states — "Soil and water conservation — still at it."

1931

ELDOR N. BJORGUM reports to us from Oak Harbor, Washington where he is an Industrial Relations Officer at the Naval Air Station, Whidbey Island.

JOHN K. CHILDS reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is the Supervisor of the State Land Planning and Forest Management Section of the Division of Lands and Forestry.

MAURICE W. DAY sends us word from Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan where he is with the Dunbar Forest Experiment Station.

FRANKLIN T. FREDERICKSON sends us word from International Falls, Minnesota where he is General Woodlands Manager for the Boise-Cascade Corporation.

BERNARD J. HUCKENPAHLER is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Arlington, Virginia. He says — "No new news. Spent a couple of interesting hours with Art Schneider last fall examining his vines. Missed my trip to Minnesota but hope to go there this year."

HENRY F. KEEHN sends us word from Lewisville, Minnesota.

ARTHUR E. SCHNEIDER is Vice President and General Manager for Cordon Ranches, Inc. in Goodyear, Arizona. He writes — "Primary business involvement continues to be the production of grapes and citrus in 'The Valley of the Sun.' Son, married on February 10, 1968, continues his studies at Fresno College."

PAUL J. ST. AMANT is retired in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He reports — "Enjoying Retirement from U.S. Forest Service effective July 1, 1967. Formerly employed as Assistant Regional Forester in Charge of Timber Management Division in Regional Foresters Office of Region 9, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Still living in Milwaukee." We enjoyed visiting with you at the M.F.A.A. banquet, Paul.

1932

HARRY E. ADAMS sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is President of Harry E. Adams and Assoc. Engineers, and Surveyors, Inc.

ALEXANDER KARKULA sends us word from Minneapolis, Minnesota.

LAURITS W. KREFTING is a Wildlife Research Biologist for the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in St. Paul, Minnesota. He says — "1967 was a busy one for me. As Chairman, Division of Forest Wildlife Management I had the responsibility of lining up speakers for the Joint CIE-SAF Annual Meeting at Ottawa in October. Our session there was concerned with 'The Recreational Aspects of Forest-Wildlife Management.' The highlight of the year was my appointment 'Research Associate' in the School of Forestry. I am still busy trying to publish on all of my research projects. However, things are improving since Robert Phillips reported for duty on a full time basis to help me get things published. Later on Bob will undertake research on his own. Some time is devoted to my duties as Associate Editor for the Journal of Forestry."

ALAN F. LAIDLAW is Assistant State Conservationist for the U.S. Soil Conservation Service in St. Paul, Minnesota. He sends us this information — "Still doing business with the SCS in Minnesota but at our new location in the new Federal Courts Building in St. Paul. Have daughters in school this year in Oregon and New Mexico. Sailed for 6 days this summer in the Lake of the Woods Int. Regetta — quite a cruise. We enjoy your frequent visits to Green Hall, Al."

NEIL J. McKENNA is Regional Forester for the Kimberly-Clark Corporation in Two Harbors, Minnesota. He states — "Nothing new. Say hello to Ken Winsness." We always enjoy visiting with you at the Logging day at Cloquet, Neil.

LEONARD H. MOORE is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in St. Paul, Minnesota. He writes — "Own and operate 240 acre forestry and conservation farm at the above address, which is 7 miles NE of Stevens Point."

STANLEY B. OLSON is a Recreation Resource Specialist for the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in Seattle, Washington. He reports — "Still swinging around 4 NW States. See a few old U O M grads in my travels. Haven't given serious thought to retiring yet; but may do so in a year or two. Best regards."

WALTER M. ZOLLIGT sends us word from Asheville, North Carolina where he is Director of the S.E. Forest Experimentation (USFS).

1933

WILLIAM E. ACKERNECHT sends us word from Washington, D.C., where he is Assistant Chief, Division of Wildlife Refuges for the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

HARRY T. CALLINAN sends us word from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is a Sales Engineer for Elk River Concrete Products.


HERMAN F. OLSON is retired in Custer, Wisconsin. He writes — "Own and operate 240 acre forestry and conservation farm at the above address, which is 7 miles NE of Stevens Point."

STANLEY B. OLSON is a Recreation Resource Specialist for the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in Seattle, Washington. He reports — "Still swinging around 4 NW States. See a few old U O M grads in my travels. Haven't given serious thought to retiring yet; but may do so in a year or two. Best regards."

WALTER M. ZOLLIGT sends us word from Asheville, North Carolina where he is Director of the S.E. Forest Experimentation (USFS).
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THEODORE B. NIEHAUS is Lands Officer for the Tahoe National Forest in Nevada City, California. His word is, "Son Jim, is completing graduate studies in Geology at the University of Minnesota. We had a good year on the Tahoe."

NARREY G. MILEY sends us word from Vietnam where he is Logistics Advisor to the Government of Vietnam.

GEORGE W. PLANT reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is an Industrial Engineer for Honeywell, Inc.

DONALD E. PRICE reports to us from Eagle, Colorado where he is a District Ranger on the White River National Forest (USFS).

WALTER J. RIDLINGTON is retired and now Mayor of Coulee Dam, Washington. He states, "I retired as forest manager for the Colville Indian Agency, 32 years ago. Minnesota grinds on my mind included Chuck Holm and Edlin Filkins. I and wife have 4 children; one music major, one Bio-Chem major, one senior in forestry at Wash. State. We are back in May for the class reunion."

JOHN A. RUNDGREN is back in Virginia. He writes, "Retired from position of Deputy Supervisor, Black Hills National Forest, on December 31, 1966 to assume a new career as a tree farmer in Virginia. Son, David, received his B.S. from Colorado State University as a forestry major." 1969

VICTOR G. SANDBERG is retired in Missoula, Montana. He writes, "Retirement still remains one of the most exciting experiences of our lives. In 1967 Audrey and I took a trip to all the major cities in the U.S., visiting all the major forest areas. We were in the Sierra Nevada, the Cascades, the Flathead National Forests, etc."

HOWARD B. SMITH is a Realty Officer Consultant in Colorado. He sends us this information from Menasha, Wisconsin. He states, "I retired as Forest Manager of the State of Wisconsin, in Juneau, Alaska. He sends us this information from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is a Supervisor of Forest Influences, Section, U.S. Forest Service."

HENRY L. HANSEN reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Professor for the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

GEORGE W. PLANT reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is a Supervisor of Forest Influences, Section, U.S. Forest Service.

WILFRED H. LAURER, Jr. is owner of W. H. Lauer, Inc. in Winona, Minnesota. He sends us word, "Just closed the books for our 1967 income tax year and discovered that we are now eligible for LB's Anti-Poverty program. In fact, we did not know we were so poor until the government established the $3,000.00 minimum income upon which a family could maintain the basic living standards. At this time, we have been getting along on less and thinking we were doing pretty well; even saving enough to send two or three children to college, paying the grocery bills, etc. Present status: two daughters married, two sons-in-law in Vietnam and Korea; one daughter enjoying single blessedness; and one son who is an exponent of the "pass-no-grade" system of education (the only test he is studying for is the driver's license examination). Otherwise, all is calm and tranquil."

ROBERT W. MMZ sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Assistant Director of the North Central Forest Experiment Station. He states, "We had a good year with us at the North Central Forest Experiment Station, Bob."

FRANCIS I. MOORE is Vice President of M. J. Salisbury Co. in Grand Rapids, Minnesota. He states, "We now have twin grandsons living here in Grand Rapids. Mark and Mike Comstock, age 8 months at this date. When we aren't busy with pulpwood or lumber, it is fun to have the twins visit. Our youngest girl, Maureen, now 17, is developing into a gymnast and downhill ski enthusiast. My wife and I are still active in square and round dancing after 18 years participation in the activity."

LUCINDA A. MUELLER is a Forest Products Researcher for the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station in Fort Collins, Colorado. He states, "No changes to report since 1967 - same home; moved into our new office at 260 W. Prospect in March. Now miss the close contacts of the Forest Service but the move was beneficial to all concerned."

GEORGE W. NELSON sends us word from Milwaukee, Wisconsin where he is a Branch Chief, Division of Timber Management for the U.S. Forest Service.

URBAN C. NELSON is Commissioner of the State Department of Fish and Game in Juneau, Alaska. He sends us this information, "I retired from Federal service after 33 years in March, 1967. In July, 1967 I accepted the position of Commissioner of Fish and Game for the State of Alaska. We miss you at alumni gatherings, Paul."

SULV V. SIWONEN reports to us from Crockett, Arkansas where he is Manager for the Georgia Pacific Corporation.

EARL A. ADAMS reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Deputy Director, Division of Lands and Forestry for the Minnesota Conservation Department.

GEORGE AMIDON sends us word from International Falls, Minnesota where he is General Manager, Midwestern Woodlands for the Grandscapes Corp.

EDWIN J. BENNER is retired in Chaska, Minnesota. He writes, "I retired from the Soil Conservation Service on December 30, 1966. Still go out on occasion to do some camera work for the Service and help out on conservation talks to school children. Enjoy my retirement and recommend it very highly. Still do not find time to do all the things I would like to do."

SIGURD J. DOLGAARD is a Forestier in Timber Management for the U.S. Forest Service in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He reports, "Only one change. Paul St. Amant retired and I was fortunate enough to be appointed to his old position in charge of Timber Management activities for Region 9."

ROBERT H. CLARK sends us word from Fordyce, Arkansas where he is a Forest Manager for the Georgia Pacific Corporation.
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THOMAS R. EVANS is a Game Supervisor for the Conservation Department in Springfield, Illinois. He says—"Still at the same old stand trying to maintain game populations and good hunting in the face of increasingly intense agriculture. A Division merger 2 years ago gave me 3 game farms and more personnel to worry about. At home children are all married, we're 3 times grandpa and grandma and the better half continues teaching the little ones - kindergarteners. The job does get me around the country a bit alternating coast to coast and occasionally we are both able to go - between May and September."

KARL G. KORES is Chief, Bureau of Reclamation Branch, Division River Basin Studies for the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in Albuquerque, New Mexico. He reports—"Nothing new to report. I see Yale Weinstein about once a year."

T. EWALD MAKI is a Professor and Head of the Department of Forestry (North Carolina State) in Raleigh, North Carolina. He writes—"Our School has now been re-named and is called the School of Forest Resources to reflect more accurately the total spectrum of education, training research underway at this Raleigh institution. By the same token, the Department of Forestry Management has been re-named Department of Forestry. Incidentally, I had the pleasure of chatting recently with Ray Wood ('36) in Orono, Maine, and with Dick Weyrick ('32) and Dave Olson (Minn.-Wildlife Mgt.) in Durham, New Hampshire."

KERMIT SJQUIST reports to us from South Bend, Indiana where he is with the U.S. Rubber Co.

DEL W. THORSEN is a Forest Supervisor for the U.S. Forest Service in Montgomery, Alabama. He states—"Nothing new - son is a junior in the School of Forestry at Mississippi State."

1937

AXEL L. ANDERSEN is a Research Coordinator, Research Program for the Department of Agriculture in Washington, D.C. He writes—"Will return to Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, in May, 1968, as Professor, Botany & Plant Pathology, after 3 years in Washington, D.C. on the staff of the Director of Science and Education at the Department of Agriculture. Daughter Nancy will be graduating from MSU in June and Linda is finishing her junior year at Springbrook High School, Silver Spring, Md. Have enjoyed visiting with Frank Kaufert on his several visits to the USDA in Washington, D.C. the past three years."

DWIGHT W. BENSEND reports to us from Ames, Iowa where he is a Professor of Wood Science, Department of Forestry at Iowa State University.

GEORGE W. BISKEY reports to us from Dhalonega, Georgia where he is a Forester in Administration for the U.S. Forest Service.

VINCENT W. BOUSQUET is an Area Manager for the Weyerhaeuser Co. in Cosmopolis, Washington. He reports—"Youngest daughter getting married this spring. All three children teaching in California. Elise and I enjoying this corner of the Pacific Northwest. Job interesting and most challenging."

C. FREDERICK GRAFTON passed away this year. We extend our deepest sympathies.

E. ARNOLD HANSON reports from Missoula, Montana where he is an Assistant Chief, Division of Information and Education for the U.S. Forest Service.

RAYMOND A. JENSEN sends us word from Cloquet, Minnesota where he is an Associate Scientist for the Cloquet Research Center of the U. of Minn.

EDMUND LAINE sends us word from Haile, California where he is an Assistant Manager for Sonoma Wood Products.

THEODORE O. MYREN is a Work Unit Conservationist for the Soil Conservation Service in Baldwin, Wisconsin. He says—"Oldest son Donald Minnesota '62 hopes to complete work on his doctorate at University of Wisconsin this year in Forest Pathology. Am teaching a couple of classes in conservation at University of Wisconsin at River Falls this winter in addition to my regular SCS work in St. Croix County, Wisconsin."

SAMUEL S. POIRIER is an Engineer, Rogue River National Forest for the U.S. Forest Service in Medford, Oregon. He writes—"Son, Bob graduated in Spring from San Francisco City College, Hotel-

Restaurant Mgt. Course, and is Room Clerk at Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco. Daughter graduated from High School in Spring, attended Weaver Airline Personnel School, Kansas City and now employed with Air West Airlines in Los Angeles. I commenced my 30th year with Unkie's Foresters In Sept. Continue in my work of Forest Engineering. Our equable climate is conducive to gardening, so I enjoy the same."

HAROLD D. ROUSSOPOULOS reports to us from West St. Paul, Minnesota.

RICHARD C. SMITH reports from Columbia, Missouri where he is a Professor of Forestry for the School of Forestry at the University of Missouri.

THOMAS A. SCHRADER sends us word from Boston, Massachusetts where he is Assistant Regional Director, Region V for the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

F. MacRAE THOMSON is a General Manager for the Peninsula Plywood Corporation in Port Angeles, Washington. He sends us this information—"I visited the Forestry Campus last summer and was very impressed. You can be proud of the School, as I was. I could not find my old trout fishing creek between Two Harbors and Ely. We logged in that area 30 years ago and it has grown up too well. Next time I will get a map from my good friend, Neil McKenna another Minnesota Forester, in Two Harbors."

YALE WEINSTEIN sends us word from Albuquerque, New Mexico where he is a Forester for the Duke City Lumber Co.

1938

JAMES A. BUSSEY reports to us from Ashland, Wisconsin where he is a Soil Conservationist for the Soil Conservation Service.

CALVIN L. DeLAITRE reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is Owner of the DeLaite Co.

FRED E. DICKINSON is a Professor of Forestry and Director of the Forest Products Laboratory at the University of California in Richmond, California. He writes—"Mrs. Dickinson and I spent 8 weeks in Europe during August and September, 1967. Visited wood industry installations in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, attended meeting of International Academy of Wood Science at Salzburg (am V.P. of Academy; attended IUFRO meeting at Munich (am Chairman of one of the working parties in Section 91 "Forest Products"); held appointment as Visiting Professor at University of Gottingen where I presented a series of 5 lectures to students, guests and members of Forest faculty at Hann Munden. We did a little vacationing in Austria and spent a few days in Paris. Had a wonderful time and saw many old friends."

ROY W. EGGIS sends us word from Norway, Michigan where he is with the Kimberly-Clark Corporation.

RAYMOND W. ELLSTROM sends us word from Portland, Oregon where he is a Forester in the valuation-Section for the U.S. Forest Service.

WILLIAM J. EMERSON is Branch Chief, Fire Prevention and Law Enforcement for the U.S. Forest Service in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He writes—"Hi Ken. I'm still in the fire control business for the Forest Service in Milwaukee - Eastern Region Headquarters. I've been asked several times why my name is not among my class of '34 cronies in the alumni list. After the junior year I worked for the U.S. Forest Service for 4 years and finally went back and graduated in 1938. Best personal regards." And the same to you Bill.

JOSEPH P. FALBO reports to us from Hibbing, Minnesota where he is a Conservation Manager I for the Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation.

ROBERT L. HILLER reports to us from Carpentersville, Illinois where he is Regional Manager in the Resins Department for the American Cyanamid Co.

DAVID B. KING sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Director of the North Central Forest Experiment Station (USFS). Thanks for your fine cooperation in Alumni activities at the Univ. of Minn., Dave.

DANIEL J. LEACH reports to us from Arlington, Virginia where he is a Patent Examiner for the U.S. Patent Office.
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ROB MARCH is with the Markesan Lumber Yard in Markesan, Wisconsin. He sends us this word—"Son, James R. March received his MS in 1967 in Game Management and is now Assistant Waterfowl Biologist at Horicon, Wisconsin with the Wisconsin Conservation Department."

ALVIN E. NELSON sends us word from Madison, Wisconsin where he is Assistant Director of State Parks for the Department of Natural Resources.

ED S. SEDLACEK sends us word from Tacoma, Washington where he is Chief Forester for the St. Regis Paper Co.

PERRY E. SKARRA reports to us from Washington, D.C. where he is Chief, Branch of Forestry for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

ALVAN C. STEARNS reports to us from Hawai, Hawaii where he is Vice President and Manager of Kohala Sugar Co.

LAWRENCE P. TERCH is Supervisor of Health Physics for the Phillips Petroleum Co. in Idaho Falls, Idaho. He reports—"Larry Jr. employed by BLM in McGrath, Alaska. Jim has graduated with B.S. in Biology and has passed exam and physical for entrance into Air Force Officers School and intends to become a pilot. Leaves Idaho Falls April 3rd. Otherwise, same information as in the past, Mrs. T. still at the Public Library. By the way, we, Mrs. T. and I, put in for Moosel past Fall. We both drew and we both filled out our tags. What excitement there was in our family and the whole town."

1939

DANIEL M. BENJAMIN is a Professor for the University of Wisconsin Department of Entomology in Madison, Wisconsin. He writes—"Wonderful to be back in United States after two years in east Africa and visits to India, Nepal, Thailand, Hong Kong and Japan. Do not let anyone tell you that the U.S. is not tops."

GEORGE BOYESEN is District Ranger at the Ochoco National Forest in Prineville, Oregon. He writes—"No change in family or job; both getting bigger (family in size, not numbers). Kept pretty busy as Chairman, Columbia River Section, S.A.F. Certainly enjoyed the Minnesota-Idaho meeting in Ottawa, Canada last fall. Enjoy that Peavey—you guys are doing a great job. Best wishes." Thanks, George and the same to you.

ROBERT DUNNE reports to us from Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

JAMES O. FOLKESTAD reports to us from Glenwood Springs, Colorado where he is a Forest Supervisor for the White River National Forest (USFS).

GEORGE E. M. GUSTAFSON is a Townsite Trustee for the Bureau of Land Management in Anchorage, Alaska. He sends us this information—"First daughter married and about to make us grandparents for the first time. Second daughter about to graduate from college. She has been spending her vacations studying for the MCAT with hope's of going to Bolivia. That leaves one son still at home, with one more year of high school before he leaves for college. I'm still at the same ol' stamping grounds busy on townsite planning with the BLM. Am looking forward to receiving your usually outstanding Peavey."

LOUIS B. HOELSCHER sends us word from Tacoma, Washington where he is National Safety Director for the Wyerhaeuser Co.

RICHARD D. HULTEGREN sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Staff Forester for the Division of Lands and Forestry, Department of Conservation. Thanks for all of your help to the M.P.A.A.-Dick.

PHILIP L. HUNTELY reports to us from Norway, Michigan where he is Accounting and Cost Supervisor for the Kimberly Clark Corporation.

CHAS. E. HUTCHINSON is an Accountant for the County of Sacramento, in Sacramento, California. See featured "letter" in the Alumni news section.

FRED L. JACOBSON sends us word from Boston, Massachusetts where he is Assistant Regional Director for the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

GOODMAN K. LARSON is Regional Personnel Officer for the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He writes—"Last summer the wife and I made our first European vacation trip, rented a car and drove through Holland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. We visited at the homes of friends and relatives, but also spent a day with two Norwegian Biologists looking over some Caperaullic habitat and spent a day duck hunting on a tide-water marsh in Holland."


ROBERT MORLEY reports to us from Lymon, Nebraska where he is a Retail Lumberman and Contractor.

SCOTT S. PAULEY reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Professor at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

HOWARD A. POST is Commodity Industry Specialist (Forest Products), Business and Defense Services Administration for the U. S. Department of Commerce in Washington, D.C. He sends us this information—"The curriculum/brochure is an excellent start; however, I have some reservations regarding the listing or designations of the major areas of specialization. See many U. of M. alumni here in D. C. which makes it legal to. One of my annual projects recently published is House, Report No. 970, House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, World Newsprint Supply Demand Outlook through 1968. Spoke recently in Ottawa, Ontario on Commodity Forester Opportunities. Family fine: Fun-Philip, Senior at Duke, Stephen, sophomore at U. of N. Carolina, William—8th grade and Pres. of Jr. High Student Body, and Peter, 6th grade with many activities.

KEN W. SACKETT is a Life Insurance Agent for the New England Mutual Life Insurance Co. in St. Paul, Minnesota. He reports—"Keeping the good work going! Best wishes for achieving your subscription goal of 1,000 Peaveys. Thanks for the like words."

CARL B. SCHOLBERG sends us word from Sierraville, California where he is a District Ranger (USFS).

FRANK E. TUCKER reports to us from Redding, California where he is a Forester and Timber Sale Administrator for the U. S. Forest Service.

CHARLES H. WHITE reports to us from High Point, North Carolina where he is Vice President in Sales for the Grand Rapids Varnish Corporation.

ALDEN L. WOOLTEE sends us word from San Francisco, California where he is a Forester for the U. S. Forest Service.

ROBERT A. ZABEL is Associate Dean of Biological Sciences and Instruction at the College of Forestry, State University of New York in Syracuse, New York. He says—"We appreciate being informed on Minnesota's School of Forestry progress and the activities of classmates and other associates through the Peavey each year. The only personal note I can think of is that I enjoy and find most challenging general responsibilities for Biological Sciences and Instruction at the College. We are looking forward to moving into a new Biological Sciences building this summer and hope that many can pay us a visit at its dedication in the Fall of 1968.

RICHARD W. AHERN reports to us from Cleveland, Ohio where he is Deputy District Director for the U.S. Immigration Service.

ELDON A. BEHR is a Professor at the Michigan State University Department of Forest Products in East Lansing, Michigan. He sends us this information—"I have been serving as acting chairman of the Department of Forest Products since June, 1967 and was promoted to Professor. Had the pleasure of seeing August Block and Frank Kaufert, our feature speaker, at the P.P.R.S.—SAF meeting in Muskegon, Michigan in November, 1967. Both sons in high school and active in U.S. Navy Sea Cadets, band, and athletics. We're starting an alumni news here at Michigan State but don't expect to equal the Peavey's eminence for a few years."
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CLARENCE B. BUCKMAN reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Director of the Minnesota Division of Lands and Forestry. It's been a real pleasure to work with you as Pres. of the M.F.A.A., Clarence.

GORDON R. CONDIT sends us word from DeRidder, Louisiana where he is Chief Forester, Southern Region—Timber Products, for the Boise Cascade Corporation.

NORMAN H. CONRAD reports to us from Milwaukee, Wisconsin where he is Regional Sign Coordinator for the U. S. Forest Service.

ROSS DONEHOWER sends us information from Wausau, Wisconsin where he is with the Conner Lumber and Land Company.

CLARENCE T. EGGEN is an Area Forester for the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He writes—"Still based in Minneapolis in Indian Resource Management, now for eastern U.S."

ROSS C. HANSON reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is Flyway Biologist and Regional Pilot for the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

ROBERT G. HELGESON is with the St. Regis Paper Co. in Tacoma, Washington. He says—"Congratulations on the top notch Peavey for 1967. I always enjoy reading them. No changes in my job or home life. Our daughter is a freshman at Washington State University." Thanks for those find words, Bob.

JOSEPH MELTZ reports to us from Los Angeles, California where he is with the L. A. County Flood Control District.

JAMES H. MICHAELS sends us word from Susanville, California where he is with the U. S. Forest Service, Lassen National Forest.

JOHN MILES is a Consulting Forester at Eureka, California. He writes—"All the same—except grandparents three times now."

GEORGE E. OLSON reports to us from Midland, Michigan where he is Manager of Construction Materials Marketing Research for the Dow Chemical Company.

BOB RHEINBERGER is a Timber Evaluation Engineer for the U. S. Plywood—Champion Papers, Inc. in Eugene, Oregon. He reports—"We had our first visit back to the Twin Cities in 5 years. Sure saw lots of changes. Sorry I didn't get a chance to visit the Farm Campus and the School of Forestry. Best of luck to the '68 Gopher Peavey-Alumni News!" P.S. Thought maybe we'd be watching the Gopher's on New Year's Day but no luck!" Thanks Bob, so did we.

ANTHONY E. SQUILLACE reports to us from Olustee, Florida where he is Project Leader of Tree Improvement Research (USFS).

WILLARD E. WEST is a Staff Forester for the Department of Conservation in St. Paul, Minnesota. He states—"No change."

1941

AUGUST E. BLOCH is a District Ranger for the U.S. Forest Service in White Cloud, Michigan. He writes—"No change from last year—still working for the U. S. Forest Service as a District Ranger of the White Cloud District, Manistou National Forest. One daughter now in college at Central Michigan U. Son a junior in high school and a daughter in the 5th grade. Good luck in your work on this year's 'Peavey.'" Thanks, August.

W. A. GRAUPMANN reports to us from Bremerton, Washington where he is a Credit Sales Manager for the Sears, Roebuck & Co.

VERNON HAHN sends us word from St. Charles, Illinois.

WILLIAM HOSFIELD sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is an Assistant Staff Forester for the Division of Lands and Forestry, Conservation Department. Thanks for your able assistance on the M.F.A.A. Executive Board, Bill.

THOMAS A. KLICH is Fish Manager for the Wisconsin Conservation Division in Black River Falls, Wisconsin. He says—"Older son, John, continuing his studies in the School of Architecture at "U" of Minn. He is a member of Alpha Chi Fraternity. Wedding bells are scheduled for him in June, 1968."

MICHAEL J. LATIMER reports to us from Grand Rapids, Minnesota where he is with the Blandin Paper Co. We enjoy your visits to Green Hall, Mike.

1942

JOSEPH M. APP is a District Ranger for the U.S. Forest Service in Two Harbors, Minnesota. He says—"Thanks for your reminder! I wish you well in your publication of the 1968 Peavey. Your whole-hearted efforts merit our support. May the rest of Minnesota Foresters come through 1,000 strong! With best regards to the Gopher Peavey Staff." Thanks for those very kind words, Joe.

BRUNO L. BERKLUND reports to us from Bremerton, Washington where he is a Forester for the Nekoosa Edwards Paper Co.

1943

DAVID W. FRENCH reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Professor at the University of Minnesota in the Department of Plant Pathology and the School of Forestry.

ROBERT F. NELSON reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is with the Ramsey County Court Services.

1946

ERNST J. GEBHARD sends us word from Columbus, Ohio where he is the Administrative Assistant to the Director of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources.

1947

RALPH L. ANDERSON sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Project Leader in Conifer Disease Research for the North Central Forest Experiment Station (USFS).

BOB W. BAUCK is Manager, Calgary Division for the Bell Pole Co. Ltd. in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. He says—"Have had another wonderful year in Canada. Fishing, hunting and scenery are great. I buy poles from Bill Pribyl at Scappoose, Oregon, and get to see him now and then. Daughter, Beth Gail now a student on St. Paul Campus and thoroughly enjoying everything about it. Currently building new wood preserving plant in British Columbia." We enjoy having your daughter Beth with us, Bob.
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GLENN H. DEITSCHMAN reports to us from Moscow, Idaho where he is a Research Forester for the Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station (USFS).

JALMER J. JOKELA reports to us from Urbana, Illinois where he is a Professor for the University of Illinois Department of Forestry.

RALPH W. LAW reports to us from W. Monroe, Louisiana where he is the Director of Woodlands for the Olin-Kraft Inc.

RICHARD M. MARDEN is Project Leader (Forest Products Technologist) for the North Central Forest Experiment Station (USFS), in Duluth, Minnesota. He says—“Having survived three winters in Duluth, we now consider ourselves natives. Karen (21), junior in college is constantly on the go. Mike (17) junior in high school keeps active in school and Scouts—earned Eagle in June, 1967.”

HOWARD E. OLSON reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is President of Sonford Products Corporation. A Big “Thank You” for all of your efforts on behalf of the School of Forestry and the Univ. of Minn., Howard.

LEONARD ROWSON reports to us from Hibbing, Minnesota where he is a Forest Supervisor for the Iron Range Resources and Rehab. Com.

ROBERT H. WOOD sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Wood Technologist for the 3M Co.

JOHN A. ZIVUNSKA sends us word from Berkeley, California where he is the Dean of the School of Forestry at the University of California.

1948

CLIFFORD E. AHLGREN reports to us from Duluth, Minnesota where he is Director of the Quetico-Superior Wilderness Research Center.

JOHN R. BERGERON sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Sales Representative for the United States Plywood Corporation.

JOE CHERN is a Wood Technologist for the U. S. Forest Products Lab in Madison, Wisconsin. He says—“Present work involves paper shipping sack research. All three kids are literate and in a year or two we may travel a bit.”

PAUL E. COLLINS reports to us from Brookings, South Dakota where he is an Associate Professor in the Department of Horticulture—Forestry at South Dakota State University. Congratulations on your Ph.D., Paul!

HERBERT L. FINCH sends us word from St. Louis Park, Minnesota where he is a Plant Manager for the Republic Creosote Co.

ROBERT S. JORGENSEN reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he Regional Supervisor, Division of Realty for the Bureau of Sports, Fisheries and Wildlife. Thank you for your very able assistance on the M.F.A.A. Board, Bob.

JAMES M. LINNE is Chief, Division of Resource Program Management for the Bureau of Land Management in Billings, Montana. He sends us this information—“Family keeps shrinking. Now have a freshman at the University of Washington and a sophomore at the University of Montana. No forester—Yet! We enjoyed Merle Meyer’s visit to our range conference last fall. We value an objective viewpoint of our work. Please come again.” We enjoy your visits to Green Hall, Jim.

EDWARD J. PLANTE sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Salesman (outside) for the U. S. Plywood Corporation. Thanks for all of your help on Alumni activities, Ed.

ROD B. SCHUMACHER reports to us from Bloomington, Minnesota where he is a Sales Representative for the Masonite Corporation. Good luck on your term of office with the College of A.F.H.E. Alumni Assn., Rod.

ROBERT A. WEBB reports to us from Crossett, Arkansas where he is a District Forester for the Georgia Pacific Corporation.

WILLIAM P. WHEELER reports to us from Corvallis, Oregon where he is Professor, Head Advisor and Placement Officer for Oregon State University School of Forestry.

WILLIAM H. ZIEMER reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is an Estimator for the American Lumber Co. Thanks for all of your time and effort on Alumni activities at the Univ. of Minn., Bill—It is very much appreciated!

LOUIS H. BOUDREAU is a Plywood and Nova-ply Sales Manager for U. S. Plywood—Champion Papers in Redding, California. He writes—“Hi Ken—was shocked to learn of the death of Harry Juntilla. Do you know how and when? Doesn’t seem possible he’s gone. No news out here. Still busy. Family same number—all much bigger than last year.” Unfortunately, our classmate, Bill Juntilla was “killed in action” as a Navy pilot in the Vietnam War. We were all shocked!

JOHN H. CEDERGREN sends us word from Cloquet, Minnesota where he is a Forest Engineer for the Northwest Paper Co.

FRANK J. CULOTTA reports to us from Racine, Wisconsin where he is in Sales, Purchasing and Estimating for the Wecks Lumber Co.

SAM K. DICKINSON, JR. is a Forester for the Erie Mining Co. in Hoyt Lakes, Minnesota. He states—“Greatly concerned at the prospects of obtaining a National Park in Minnesota at the expense of our dwindling private land ownership. Where has the S.A.F. been during the past crucial period?” We enjoy your visits to Green Hall very much, Sam.

OLAF GRETE reports to us from Snoqualmie Falls, Washington where he woods Manager, Cascade Branch for the Weyerhaeuser Co.

DONALD W. GRIMM sends us word from Rochester, Minnesota where he is the Assistant Chief of the Fire Department.

PAUL M. HAACK sends us word from Portland, Oregon where he is a Mensurationist for the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station.

JOHN HALL sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is with the Bureau of Planning, Conservation Department.

ALVIN R. HALLGREN reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is an Assistant Professor at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

FRANK D. IRVING reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Professor at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

EUGENE A. JAMROCK sends us word from Cloquet, Minnesota.

HOWARD B. JOHNSON reports to us from Olympia, Washington where he is an Advisory Systems Engineer for IBM Corporation.

GEORGE KILEN sends us word from Klamath Falls, Oregon where he is a Log Scaling and Utilization Supervisor for the Weyerhaeuser Co.

P. L. KVALE reports to us from Crosett, Arkansas where he is Operations Manager, Particleboard, for the Georgia-Pacific Corporation.

LOYD M. LAHOIS is a Forester on the International Forestry Staff for the U. S. Forest Service in Washington, D.C. He says—“Have survived the transition from forester to bureaucrat. Washington is an exciting place to work and to live. I would like to show you the place if you come by this way. Wife, Mary; two sons, Les (16) and Loyd (15); and one daughter, Anne (12).”

DAYTON LARSEN is an Extension Forester for the University of Minnesota in Duluth, Minnesota. He writes—“Moved to Duluth last year. New position with Extension Service—Area Agent in Forestry and Recreation. I’m wondering if I’m the first grandfather from the Class of ’49? granddaughter born in the fall of 1965; grandson born in the fall of 1967.”

J. DONALD MEYER reports to us from Edina, Minnesota where he is a Biology Teacher at the Edina High School.

MERLE P. MEYER reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Professor at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.
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WILLIAM R. MILES is an Extension Forester at the University of Minnesota at St. Paul, Minnesota. He says—"Best wishes and best of luck on the production of another top quality Peavey. The Peavey staff can be justifiably proud of this excellent publication. Be assured that the School of Forestry alumni are deeply appreciative of your efforts."

RICHARD C. NEWMAN reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is a Branch Manager for the Georgia Pacific Corporation.

DARRELL F. RUSS sends us word from Norfolk, Connecticut where he is at the Great Mountain Forest.

RICHARD E. SCHAEFER sends us word from Portland, Oregon where he is with the Bonneville Power Adm.

RICHARD E. SCHROEDER reports to us from Portland, Oregon where he is a Forester for the Bureau of Land Management.

EUGENE C. STEINBRENNER reports to us from Centralia, Washington where he is a Forest Soils Specialist for the Weyerhaeuser Co., Forestry Research Center.

GERALD J. SULLIVAN is the Itasca County Extension Agent in Grand Rapids, Minnesota. He reports—"Foresters from the class of 1949 are taking over Itasca County: William Marshall is County Land Commissioner, Bob Amborn is SCS Work Unit Conservationist for Itasca Co. SWCD, Wally Froeming is Itasca Co. FHA Supervisor and I am Itasca Co. Extension Agent."

DAVID V. SWENSON sends us word from Midland, Texas where he is with Geophysical Service, Inc. We enjoyed your visit David.

KENNETH E. WINSNESS reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Assistant to the Director at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.
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WILLIAM A. AULTFATHER is a Regional Forester for the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He reports—"Family and everyone healthy and enjoying life. Same job—same fun." Thanks for your fine cooperation on the M.F.A.A. Executive Board, Bill.

ROBERT E. BERGQUIST is President of Building Industries, Inc. in Spirit Lake, Iowa. He says—"You and your staff have done a fine job upgrading the Peavey each year. Hope to have the opportunity to stop at Green Hall in the near future." Thanks Bob—and will be looking forward to your visit.

LEDELL BOWEN is living in St. Paul, Minnesota. He reports—"I have been divorced now for about five years. I have 3 children—1) A daughter (Carol Lee) married with a son and daughter, living in Newport, Rhode Island. 2) Oldest son Preston, married with a little daughter, living here in St. Paul. 3) Youngest son, Bruce quit Northwestern U. of Evanston after only three quarters. Joined USMC last July. Now a Corporal in Aviation Electronics, New Rivers, North Carolina, has not been in Vietnam yet."

RAYMOND H. BRENDMEUHL is a Project Leader, Marriana Research Center for the U.S. Forest Service in Marriana, Florida. He writes—"Nothing special in way of news, still project leader of Marriana Silviculture Lab of S.E. Forest Experiment Station. After 10 years in Florida have little desire to brave the winters of Minnesota but hope to attend a summer session at U. of Minnesota in June, 1968 and combine same with a Minnesota vacation."

WANDELL ELLIOTT sends us word from Delta Junction, Alaska.

FREDERICK G. ERICKSON reports to us from Duluth, Minnesota.

LEROY F. FISH is a Buyer for Target Stores, Inc., in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He states—"Head Buyer—hardware and paint for all stores (11 stores, including 3 to be opened soon in St. Louis, Missouri). Wife—Jeanne (15th Anniversary coming up). Children—David—13, Diane—9½ and Deborah—3."

ANTHONY GRUBA is a Sales Engineer for the Chapman Chemical Company in Portland, Oregon. He sends us this information—"Nothing new—kids seem to be growing faster and the years shorter. Had nice talk with Ed Sedlacek in Tacoma a few weeks ago. We both were smelling roses at the time."

JOHN W. HAMILTON reports to us from Susanville, California where he is a Forestry Instructor as Lassen College.

DONALD O. INGRAM reports to us from Little Marais, Minnesota where he is an Area Forester for Consolidated Papers, Inc. Congratulations on winning the Forestry Club's Field Forester of the Year Award, Don—it was well deserved!

THEODORE M. KEPRIOS reports to us from St. Louis Park, Minnesota where he is a Sales Representative for Republic Creosoting Co. Thanks for all your help at the M.F.A.A. Banquets, Ted.

JAMES J. LAVAN sends us word from North Bend, Oregon where he is Contract Logging and Timber Sales Supervisor for the Weyerhaeuser Company.

JERALD A. MORTENSEN reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is a salesman for the Flintkote Co. We enjoy your visits to Green Hall very much, Jerry.

PAUL C. ROEBER reports to us from Broken Bow, Oklahoma where he is a Block Forester.

GENE ROMANSKI is a Production Section Head for Honeywell in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He sends us this word—"Presently I'm managing the production of guidance and control systems for the APOLLO and MOL space programs."

HOWARD J. RUSSELL, JR. is a Forester for the Simplot Lumber Company in Chiloquin, Oregon. He states—"My son graduated from college this year and got married last summer. Otherwise all is the same."

RICHARD A. SKOK sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Assistant Director at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

WINSTON SWANSON sends us word from San Carlos, California where he is Owner of the Winston Swanson Agency.

ROBERT B. WALLIN is Branch Manager for U. S. Plywood-Champion Papers, Inc. in St. Paul, Minnesota. He says—"The big news of '67 is U. S. Plywood's merger with Champion Papers, Inc. to make us a billion dollar corporation and now the second largest paper-wood corporation in the world. We have also outgrown our present plywood warehouse location and will build a new and better materials handling complex in 1968. Our St. Paul staff includes nine (9) U of M foresters."
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NEIL A. ANDERSON is an Associate Professor for the University of Minnesota Department of Plant Pathology in St. Paul, Minnesota. He reports—"Am enjoying teaching and researching the fungi. Home is pretty much a "petticoat junction" with two small daughters and Mom."

HAROLD W. BENSON sends us word from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is Chief of Wetlands Acquisition for the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, U. S. Department of the Interior.

DONALD P. DUNCAN is Director of the School of Forestry at the University of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri. He sends us this information—Not too much that's new here. We have added a number of new staff members in the School and have a going organization. Still struggling for a new Forestry Building on the campus but haven't made too much headway there. Also struggle with paper which arrives each day. Family is all well and happy. We are enjoying a bright sunny day characteristic here. The very best to you and yours, Don.

ROBERT D. GARNER reports to us from Denver, Colorado where he is with the Western Electric Company, Inc.

STAN GRUETZMAN reports to us from New Brighton, Minnesota where he is the Slave (Owner) of Biocontrol Corporation. We enjoy your visits to Green Hall very much, Stan, thanks for the pass.

WILBUR V. HOWARD reports to us from Yreka, California where he is working at the Klamath National Forest for the U. S. Forest Service.

ALLEN L. LUNDGREN sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Project Leader, Production Economics for the North Central Forest Experiment Station.
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STAN MROSAN reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is Director of Industrial Development for the Soo Line Railroad Co.

DONALD W. PETERSON is with the National Forests in Asheville, North Carolina. He states--"Very much like my work in Timber Management Planning and Silviculture for the National Forests in North Carolina."

DONALD PRIELIPP sends us word from Anderson, California where he is Paper Mill Superintendent for the Kimberly Clark Corporation.

ROLAND E. SCHODENIKE is an Associate Professor for the Clemson University Department of Forestry in Clemson, South Carolina. He says--"Made a seven week trip to Europe last summer with my father, brother and an aunt. Visited parts of Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy and France. A wonderful time."

RICHARD W. WIELY is a Casualty Insurance Claims Supervisor for the Vanguard Insurance Co. in Denver, Colorado. He states--"We're still here in Colorado and enjoying it! Our best wishes to the staff of the Alumni News who keep us in touch with past, present and future in our Forestry School."

LAWRENCE E. SMITH, JR. is Construction Manager for the Microreflect Co., Inc. in Salem, Oregon. He writes--"In July, 1967 I resigned my position with the Western Electric Co. to accept the position of Construction Manager of the Microreflect Co., Salem, Oregon. Microreflect Co. is a manufacturer and installer of microwave passive materials. The business, headquartered in Salem, Oregon, is involved in microwave installations all over the world. To date (Dec.), Mrs. Smith and our 4 sons are still in New Jersey trying to sell our home."

PAUL SUNDIN reports to us from Woodville, Texas where he is District Supervisor for the International Paper Co.

JACK C. TUCKER is a Staff Forester for the U. S. Steel Corporation, Northern Lands and Timber in Iron River, Michigan. He says--"Not much change since last year so nothing new to report."

EVERT B. WICKSTROM is a Forester for the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Bemidji, Minnesota. He sends us this word--"Wife and family, three boys, are doing fine. We are fairly well settled here in Bemidji and getting use to the cold winter. I am working on management plans and C. F. I. We just completed our C.F.I. re-measurement of White Earth Reservation."

KENNETH A. WICKSTROM reports to us from King of Prussia, Pennsylvania where he is Department Chief, Source Insp., for the Western Electric Co.
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GERALD W. ANDERSON reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Plant Pathologist for the North Central Forest Experiment Station (USFS).

JOHN A. AUSTIN sends us word from Medford, Oregon where he is a Forester for the Bureau of Land Management.

HAROLD G. BATZER is a Principal Insect Ecologist for the U. S. Forest Service North Central Forest Experiment Station in St. Paul, Minnesota. He states--"Nothing new to report."

JOHN H. BENSON reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is with the Youngblood Lumber Co.

BRUCE A. BROWN reports to us from Cloquet, Minnesota where he is Superintendent of the University of Minnesota Forest Research Center.

ROBERT N. CAMPBELL is an Associate Professor for the University of California Department of Plant Pathology in Davis, California. He sends us this information--"We spent an enjoyable year in Cambridge, England, on sabbatical leave from 1966-67. It was good to see some of the old-timers in St. Paul on our way home. Special greetings to Ken." We enjoyed your visit, Robert.

JOHN R. DAVIS is Supervisor, Minot Area Acquisition Office for the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in Minot, North Dakota. He states--"Greetings to all. Still wetlands program supervisor with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife here at Minot. We are getting an eight-year extension of the program so will be around a while yet. I see my old cronies Mundinger, Ystesund and Schmieg once in a while and that's about all. Keep up the good work on the Peavey and the Alumni News -- it's appreciated. Hey Ken -- is that all real hair or do you wear a wig? That's for "real" man!"

WILLIAM W. HAMLIN is Woods Supervisor in West Palm Beach, Florida. He states--"I arrived Bahamas Islands at the end of June, moving to replace a Woods Supervisor on Great Abaco Island. Since November our operation has moved to Andros Is. of the Bahamas. This is still part of Owens Illinois, Inc. but our corporate name is now Bahamas Agricultural Industries, Ltd., here in the Bahamas."

JAMES W. HAUAN reports to us from New Ulm, Minnesota where he is the Minister of the Episcopal Church.

PHILIP A. HEYN reports to us from John Day, Oregon where he is a Forest Engineer for the Malheur National Forest (USFS).

LT. COL. JOHN K. HILLMAN is a Lieutenant Colonel for the U.S. Army in Vietnam. He writes--"Enjoyed 30 days leave at home with the family during the Christmas and New Year holiday season after spending a year in Vietnam. I expanded my tour in Vietnam for six months and am now commanding the 2nd Maintenance Battalion (Direct Support). Expect to return to the States approximately 1 August, 1968."

KENNETH J. JOHNSON is Owner of the K. J. Johnson Construction, Inc. in St. Paul, Minnesota. He sends us this information--"Family and business doing fine."

RICHARD D. MUNDINGER is with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in Portland, Oregon. He reports--"Am now Assistant Regional Supervisor, Division of Realty. Family same—one boy, Todd, age 4. Hunting and fishing has been terrific, waterfowl, elk, deer, salmon, etc." We miss you on the job interviews for the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Dick.

JOHN F. PERRY sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is with the U. S. Plywood Corporation.

DON SCHMIEGE is with the U. S. Forest Service in Juneau, Alaska. He writes--"We left Alaska in June of 1966 to spend a year at Madison where I was a Visiting Professor in the Department of Entomology taking the place of Dan Benjamin. Our plans were indefinite at that time but we did not plan to return to Alaska so we sold our house, boat and beach property. One year later we were back in Alaska contracting to build another house and looking for a boat. The pull of Alaska was too strong to resist so here we are again. We will now expect to see many of you when you come up to visit."

ELMER W. SPRICK reports to us from Madison, Wisconsin where he is a Staff Forester.

DAROLD D. WESTERBERG is a Forest Supervisor for the National Forests (USFS), in Gainesville, Georgia. He says--"Duck hunting in north Georgia not as good as in northern Minnesota, but the trout fishing and scenery is tremendous."
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ROBERT J. ARKINS reports to us from Denver, Colorado where he is Chief, Division of Grants-In-Aid for the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

DONALD G. BUTLER sends us word from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he deals with the sale of wholesale lumber for Canton Lumber Company.

DAVID S. CROSS reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is Chief Appraiser for the Towle Company.

LANSIN HAMILTON sends us word from Crosby, Minnesota where he is a Forester for the Northern Timber Co.

GEORGE A. MCCORMACK sends us word from Sudbury, Ontario.

DEE R. NELSON reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is with the De Vac Inc., Millwork Division.

LEWIS A. NICHOLSON is a Forester for the Department of Plant Pathology in Davis, California. He states--"I arrived Bahama Islands at the end of June, moving to replace a Woods Supervisor on Great Abaco Island. Since November our operation has moved to Andros Is. of the Bahamas. This is still part of Owens Illinois, Inc. but our corporate name is now Bahamas Agricultural Industries, Ltd., here in the Bahamas."

ROBERT J. NIXON sends us word from Roseburg, Oregon where he is a Supervisory Civil Engineer at the Umpqua National Forest (USFS).
Gentlemen:

The successes and achievements of Forestry Club have been the result of diligent work on the part of many. Forestry Club breeds an “esprit de corps” and cooperative spirit among foresters that is sure to spell success for the participants in their professional work.

The Executive Board wishes to thank all who have made this past year’s Forestry Club the success it has been. We would also like to express our hopes for continued progress and success in the future.
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CHARLES E. OLSON, JR. is an Instructor and Research Associate at the University of Michigan School of Natural Resources in Ann Arbor, Michigan. He states—"Dr. M. P. Meyer was one of the students in a short course on remote sensing sponsored by NSF and the U. of Mich. last June. His views may be more meaningful than mine for the "students" always see more of such a course than the course director does."

HOWARD W. VENNER is an Inspector for the Western Electric Co. in Indianapolis, Indiana. He reports—"My work has kept me out of town in Pennsylvania and West Virginia. We spent an enjoyable two weeks last summer at Fish Trap Lake, Lincoln, Minnesota on vacation. We hope to return to Minnesota this next summer and will stop by the Forestry School to say hello."

RICHARD R. WEYRICK reports to us from Durham, New Hampshire where he is on the Forestry Faculty of the University of New Hampshire Department of Forest Resources.
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JERRY ANGER is a District Representative for the ESCO Corp. in Hibbing, Minnesota. He writes—"Still located in Hibbing, but logging and paper mill equipment sales take me into Wisconsin and Michigan regularly. Major effort this past year on a skidder grapple for tree-length pulp and getting a new type of continuous Kraft digestor on stream."

HARLAN G. FREEMAN is a Scientist for the Weyerhaeuser Co. in Seattle, Washington. He reports—"I'm still enjoying life in the Pacific Northwest. Bob Megraw is now a fellow researcher in this laboratory. I ran into Tom Mielke in Oregon last month. He was on a timber survey and I was on a mill trial and we both happened to be staying at the Holiday Inn in Eugene."

OTIS F. HALL is a Professor of Forest Management for the Purdue University Department of Forestry and Conservation in West Lafayette, Indiana. He writes—"Attended 1967 annual meeting of the Society of American Foresters at Ottawa, Acted as chairman for special interest meeting on "New Technology in Forestry" and presented paper to Management Division on "Use of Simulation in Policy Development for Land Management."

RICHARD C. HANEY is a Forester for the Preston Mill Co. in Preston, Washington. He writes—"Am getting used to the damp mild winters here in the Puget Sound area, but am still a snow country man at heart. Took a winter vacation in Minnesota last January—logged pulpwood with 2 brothers out of Ray. Enjoyed my brief visit at the Forestry School on the way back. We hope to make it back as a family one of these years. Our daughter will be a high school senior next year! We enjoyed your visit also Dick."

RALPH G. JOHNSON is a District Ranger at the Arapaho National Forest in Kremmling, Colorado. He reports—"No significant change in my family or job status. Spent a pleasant class reunion on the fires in Idaho where I met Norm Anderson '54 and Chas. Anderson '52."

DAVID A. KING is an Associate Professor for the Department of Watershed Management at the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona. He states—"Nothing new down here except snow—12-19-67. Enjoyed visiting with Green Hall cronies last summer. Terry Leicher has established himself as "The Minnesota Character!" to take Irv Bergland's place in the grad room here. The brochure "Programs in Professional Forestry" is excellent."

VERN D. MOLL sends us word from Golden Valley, Minnesota.

GUY M. SCHAEFER is a Resident Manager for the Boise Cascade Corporation in International Falls, Minnesota. He states—"Promotion to Resident Manager—Insulite Manufacturing effective January 1, 1968."

DENNIS WOOD reports to us from Bangor, Wisconsin where he is Vice President and Manager of the Webster Lumber Co.
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KENNETH N. ANDERSON reports to us from Orr, Minnesota where he is an Area Forester for the Minnesota Division of Lands and Forestry.

SIDNEY L. CARLSON reports to us from Portland, Oregon where he is a Lumber Buyer for Potlatch Forests, Inc.

ROGER COFFMAN reports to us from Hopkins, Minnesota where he is an Estimator for Loefel Evanstrand Co.

REMINGTON KOHRT sends us word from St. Anthony, Idaho where he is with the Idaho Stud Mill, Inc.

BARRY G. PETERSON sends us word from Carefree, Arizona where he is District Ranger, Cave Creek Ranger District for the U. S. Forest Service.

CLYDE D. SCHNACK reports to us from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is Assistant Regional Supervisor for the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife, Division of Realty.

MICHAEL J. ZELLE is with the Eldorado National Forest, Multiple Use—impact Surveys in Placer County, California. He sends us this information—"No change."
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RICHARD MANLY sends us word from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is a Forester for the Northern States Power Co. Thanks for your assistance to the M.F.A.A., Dick, it is much appreciated.

FLOYD DOUGLAS RUDY sends us word from Cloquet, Minnesota where he is an Attorney for the Northwest Paper Company.

ROBERT E. SHEPPARD is with the United States Plywood Corporation in St. Paul, Minnesota. He says—"I have been promoted to the position of Branch Architectural Service Rep. for U.S. Plywood. This involves calling on the architect to promote our products and service them regarding correct specifications, etc. Very interesting work."

DENIS O. BAKKE is a Securities Salesman for the Caldwell Phillips, Inc. in St. Paul, Minnesota. He writes—"Greetings! The year has been good, we have been busy and have had fun. Serving as the Alumni Representative for the Student Center Board of Governors has kept me still close to the St. Paul Campus and its activities. The Peavey continues to be excellent and I look forward to your copy and hearing from everyone." Thanks for all of your fine efforts on Alumni activities at the Univ. of Minn., Denis.

CURTIS K. BERND is Park Manager for the Fort Ridgeley State Park, Fairfax, Minnesota. He writes—"With the exception of Gretchen Elizabeth who arrived July 5, 1967 not much has changed. Was pleasantly surprised when Lee Hinds ('60) stopped in one day to say hello. Will be looking forward as always to the coming Peavey."

WILLIAM A. BERNDT reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Assistant Staff Forester in Reforestation for the Minnesota Division of Lands and Forestry.

DOUGLAS ENGELSEN is District Ranger for the U. S. Forest Service in Winona, Missouri. He writes—"No changes in the family since last year. 7 children, 2 dogs and one cat. We've been down here five years now so we are getting closer to being an Ozarkian all the time. Had an enjoyable vacation out west with our trailer tent camper this past summer. Killed a wild turkey this past spring—a 20 point tom. Also killed two deer this fall. One with my gun and one with my bow."

ROBERT ERICKSON reports to us from the School of Forestry at the University of Minnesota where he is an Assistant Professor.
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time with her.”

• . . Thanks.”

3 kids.”

We're extremely pleased to have both of them.”

Jean and the two girls have found the past few years here in St. Arizona College of Agriculture, Department of Watershed Management, in Tucson, Arizona. He states—“For some strange reason I decided to return to school . . . I needed help. Enjoyed last year's Peavey very much.”

ROBERT L. HAASE reports to us from Albany, Oregon.

ROBERT A. HEBKERSMAN is District Sales Manager for Wood Treating Chemicals Co. in St. Louis, Missouri. He says—“Moved to Florissant September 1, 1967. We like it here very much, I enjoy the work and find it most interesting. Same size family, wife and 3 kids.”

JAMES LINQUIST sends us word from Riverside, California where he is a Research Forester for the U.S. Forest Service.

CARL H. REIDEL is an Instructor at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry in St. Paul, Minnesota. He sends us this word—“The birth of Jonathan Carl on January 21 and completion of prelims in December made the past year a satisfying one indeed. Jean and the two girls have found the past few years here in St. Paul as rewarding as have I. Again, as last year, I would appreciate slides and other material from foresters in the field that will help me keep as up-to-date and relevant as possible. I will return all original slides and pay all costs of mailing and copying . . . Thanks.”

RICHARD W. SCHNEIDER is a Forester for the Blandin Paper Co. in Grand Rapids, Minnesota. He writes—“Am now with Blandin Paper Co. at Grand Rapids and love the position most enjoyable. We added a third girl, Mary Kathryn, to our family last April. She is a real doll and sisters Anne and Gretchen are having a great time with her.”

NORMAN S. STONE, JR. is Area Forester for Consolidated Papers, Inc. in Rhinelander, Wisconsin. He writes—“Can't have something new every year!”

WES SUHR is a Forester-Hydrologist for the U.S. Forest Service, Division of Watershed Management in San Francisco, California. He says—“Now working in the greatest city in the world, San Francisco! Responsible for soil stabilization and water yield improvement program on 17 national forests of Region 5 (California). Involved about 50% office-50% field time. We need more specialists in watershed management on the Districts and Forests. Wife, Carol, loves this place; our two girls are starting school.”

DAVID B. THORUD is an Associate Professor at the University of Arizona Department of Watershed Management in Tucson, Arizona. He reports—“Family same size. The University work has been challenging and varied. Two Minnesota graduates, Peter Ffolliot and Terry Lechler, are taking graduate work through our departments. We are extremely pleased to have both of them.”

JAMES W. WETTERGREEN is a Timber Management Assistant, Mill City Ranger District for the U.S. Forest Service in Mill City, Oregon. He writes—“Had a pleasant month's vacation in Minnesota this summer. Arrived in Oregon just in time to fight fire for the next month. Family is all okay. Enjoy the Pacific Northwest.”

KYONG BIN YIM is a Professor at Seoul National University College of Agriculture, Department of Forestry in Suwon, Korea. He writes—“Daughter, junior class at Yon-Sei Univ., School of Home Economics, wants to continue her study in U.S.A. after graduation; the first son will be a freshman at University in Spring of 1968; the last son will promote to third class of his middle school in this Spring, also a good skater. I teach my students statistics, principles of silviculture and practice of silviculture including tree propagation.”

JOHN J. CONNORS reports to us from Seattle, Washington where he is with the Simpson Timber Company.

ROBERT D. DRONEN is Project Co-ordinator for the Minneapolis Housing Authority in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He sends us this information—“One addition to family—Mathew, born July 25, 1967. Family now includes three children—two boys and one girl.”

EDWIN D. GODEL sends us word from Alma, Wisconsin where he is a Forester for the Department of Natural Resources.

CORNELIUS P. GROOTHOUSEN reports to us from Ukiah, California where he is a Forester for the Bureau of Land Management.

KARL H. HAASER is a Forest District Ranger for the Toyabe National Forest in Las Vegas, Nevada. He writes—“Will be transferred to Las Vegas District March 10, 1968 as District Forest Ranger. It's a good place to visit so come see us.”

EDWARD A. HANSEN sends us word from Cadillac, Michigan where he is a Research Forester for the North Central Forest Experiment Station.

EUGENE P. LUEGTERS reports to us from Rhinelander, Wisconsin where he is a Forester.

BENNETT R. OLSON reports to us from Durango, Colorado.

PAUL E. PRIGGE reports to us from Randle, Washington where he is a Silviculturist for the U.S. Forest Service.

BRUCE RAVENSBORG is a Conservation Manager for the Minnesota Highway Department in St. Paul, Minnesota. He writes—“Have been employed (using the term loosely) as Lady's Bird's right hand man for the Minnesota Highway Department for the last 2 and 1/2 years. Am sole Forester among hundreds of Civil Engineers. Need less to say, forestry here has about the same impact as throwing snowballs at the Vietcong. Saw Dick Manley, Wally Kresien, and Ralph Niemi last year.”

AL SCHACHT is a Forester, Field Representative, Special Programs for the U.S. Forest Service in St. Paul, Minnesota. He states—“Moved to St. Paul in May, 1967. Was real good to see all the people at the School again and of course its nice to be closer to home. Family is fine, the boys are really growing. Our door mat is out fellows!” We enjoy your visits to Green Hall, Al.

BILL SKOVRAA is a Forester at the Sequoia National Forest in Porterville, California. He states—“Moved from Hot Springs District to Supervisor's Office in Porterville in March, 1967, where I'm now working on timber sale appraisals for the Sequoia Forest.”

FREDERICK P. WEBER is a Research Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Berkeley, California. He writes—“Greetings to our Minnesota forestry friends. Vern, Robyn and Kara (ages 7 and 5), and I have at long last settled down in sunny northern California, and enjoy it very much. Had a very interesting four week assignment during March consulting with the Applied Science Research Corporation of Thailand in Bangkok. I was very impressed with their research program in ecology.”

ARTHUR G. WOLLUM sends us word from University Park, New Mexico where he is with the New Mexico State University Department of Agronomy.

KENNETH W. ANDERSON is Assistant Ranger for the U.S. Forest Service in Two Harbors, Minnesota. He writes—“No changes from last year. Spent two weeks in the Colorado high country on vacation this summer, enjoyed it very much.”

PAUL J. AREND sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is the Merchandising Manager for the Sussel Company.

JAMES K. BROWN is a Research Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Two Harbors, Minnesota. He writes—“Moved to St. Paul in May, 1967. Was real good to see all the people at the School again and of course its nice to be closer to home. Family is fine, the boys are really growing. Our door mat is out fellows!”

CARL H. REIDEL is an Instructor at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry in St. Paul, Minnesota. He sends us this word—“Finally—completed requirements for the Ph.D. in forestry from University of Michigan. Feels good to breathe again. Am certainly enjoying work and play in Missoula, Montana.”

MILES K. BENSON sends us word from Appleton, Wisconsin where he is a Research Fellow for the Institute of Paper Chemistry. We enjoyed visiting with you last summer, Miles.
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JOHN D. ENGELS is a Forester for the Bureau of Land Management in Eugene, Oregon. He states—"Am well into my second year as a Forest Engineer, and am about half way through a correspondence course in Highway Engineering. Since describing my "Parkway Table" in The Journal of Forestry last year, have gone on to publication and a copyright. It's not quite a "best seller," but the orders do keep trickling in. Busy as always, with no dull moment!"

SIDNEY S. FRISSELL, JR. reports to us from Missoula, Montana where he is an Assistant Professor of Forest Recreation at the University of Montana School of Forestry. Good luck at your new job. We miss you at Green Hall, Sid.

THOMAS W. HAVNES sends us word from Waco, Texas, where he is President of the National Building Center, Inc.

LEE W. HINDS is a Manager of the Lincoln-Oakes Nurseries in Bismarck, North Dakota. He reports—"Still growing trees to stop Montana wind from pushing all the jackpine and aspen over in Minnesota, i.e. Enjoy having Sid Dronen with us on the plant material center. We are growing 50 plus species in the nurseries and 324 lots of grass plus 352 lots of trees and shrubs on the center. Seven lots of foundation grass seed in plots of 5 acres or more. Our best to you and all the staff."

WILLIAM W. KAUTH reports to us from Solon Springs, Wisconsin where he is Assistant District Forester for the Missoune Paper Mills Co. We enjoyed your visit very much, Bill.

WILLARD D. KIEFER sends us word from Webster, Wisconsin where he is a Forester for the Division of Conservation, Department of Natural Resources.

THOMAS H. KLEPERICH sends us word from Fawnskin, California where he is District Resource Forester for the U.S. Forest Service.

FREDERICK W. KOEPP is an Agent, Forestry and Water Rights for the Southern California Edison Co. in Los Angeles, California. He says—"Hello back there! Our family is growing yet—we have a son now and are expecting our second child during the spring. I'm doing my "cruising" from a desk midst smog and crowded freeways now. I never expected forestry to be like this when I was in school."

WILLIAM W. LEBARRON is a Forester for the Bureau of Land Management in Susanville, California. He says—"I have nothing new to report. I'm still at Susanville and you know I've sort of gotten attached to the place. I want to think you all for the help you have given me in obtaining students for the summer." Thanks for helping us with our summer jobs, Bill.

DAVID K. LEWIS is a Silviculturist—Ponderosa Pine for the Weyerhaeuser Co. Forestry Res. Center in Klamath Falls, Oregon. He reports—"Completed program of study at Yale University in January, 1967. Joined the staff of the Research Center in February, 1967. Had an addition to the family a daughter—Anne in July. Remainder of the year has been uneventful."

CHARLES LOWERY reports from Mankato, Minnesota where he is Supt. of Parks and Recreation. We enjoy your visits to Green Hall, Chuck.

GARY NICKANDER is a Sales Engineer in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He sends us this information—"Another new daughter (Kari) since the last Peavey. We have three daughters and a son now. We are continuing to enjoy the beautiful state of Pennsylvania. Best wishes to all."

ROBERT NORGREN reports to us from Madison, Wisconsin where he is a Plant Pathologist for the University of Wisconsin.

VERNON E. OBERG reports to us from Tiller, Oregon where he is a Forester for the U.S.F.S.

JOY M. PROBASCO sends us word from Springville, California where he is Resource Forester for the U.S. Forest Service.

LOUIS C. SUDHEIMER is a Sales Representative for the Conwed Corporation in Des Moines, Iowa. He writes—"Pam and I are continuing to enjoy the beautiful state of Pennsylvania. Best wishes to you and all the staff."

WILLIAM W. LEBARRON is a Forester for the Bureau of Land Management in Susanville, California. He says—"I have nothing new to report. I'm still at Susanville and you know I've sort of gotten attached to the place. I want to think you all for the help you have given me in obtaining students for the summer." Thanks for helping us with our summer jobs, Bill.

FRANK E. GNAUCK sends us word from Ann Arbor, Michigan where he is Research Engineer (Photo interpreter) for the Condustron Corporation.

KEN JOHNSON is with the U.S. Forest Service in White Bear Lake, Minnesota. He writes—"As you know, I moved to the Twin Cities area last November and am still with the Forest Service on Flood Prevention and River Basin Programs. We now have two boys, the addition of Matt last December. By coincidence we bought a house within a few chain lengths of John Hall (51). We have started a reforestation and seeding project to restore good hydrologic conditions to our yard which was left hopelessly barren by the developer. Our travel trailer is presently poised on an island surrounded by a sea of mud. It looks forlorn and neglected while waiting for the first glimmer of a vacant weekend and the opportunity to scoot northward. This summer we plan to make a trip to Canada and visit with "old" friends at Ely. We are happy about being close to home with access to the northern lake country. Our roots are beginning to grope for a firm anchor in the terra firma and our limbs are extending with new vigor." Nice to have you with us, Ken.

FRANK M. KIES reports to us from Bruce, Wisconsin where he is Forest Manager of the Bruce River State Forest.

HARRISON L. MORTON is an Assistant Professor for the University of Michigan School of Natural Resources in Ann Arbor, Michigan. He writes—"I am managing to keep busy by teaching two courses in Forest Pathology, doing research, advising graduate students and serving on various committees. The position here is not only exciting, but enjoyable. In addition, we have purchased our first home for our expanding family—Mary 4, Mike 2, and Matt 1. Be sure to look us up when in Ann Arbor. We will give Minnesota every chance at the conclave next year." And when has Michigan ever won Harry????

WAYNE R. NICOLLS is a District Ranger for the U.S. Forest Service in Hayward, Wisconsin. He sends us this information—"Still on the Hayward District of the Chequamegon and enjoying it more than ever in a beautiful new office. Added a daughter (total of 2) name of Erin Leigh last July and simultaneously was awarded a Son named the Terrible, of my young old Goldie. Appears to be the only way to balance the sexes! We enjoyed having another U of M student last summer in the person of Paul Gronenberg; looking forward to two or three more this summer. Have a real fine crew now completely rounded out with two assistants from Minnesota, Darrell Frogness and Dave Miller. The last Peavey was a work of art and we really look forward to this one. Thanks for all your help, too, Ken. Roll over this way one of these days. Thanks for all your help on our summer job program, Nick.
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ROBERT E. LEASE is Timber Management Staff Officer for the U.S. Forest Service in Elkins, West Virginia. He writes - "In the process of being transferred to Elkins, West Virginia as Timber Management Staff Officer of the Monongahela National Forest."

ROBERT A. MEGRAW reports to us from Seattle, Washington where he is a Research Scientist for the Weyerhaeuser Co. Congratulations on winning the Wood Award - it was well deserved.

JAMES A. MOHLER is a District Ranger for the Chequamegon National Forest in Washburn, Wisconsin. He reports - "I'm still in Washburn, 'on the shores of beautiful Lake Superior.' Family is fine - expecting an addition in April."

DONALD T. MYREN reports from Madison, Wisconsin where he is a Graduate Research Assistant for the Department of Plant Pathology.

RALPH NIEMI sends us word from Brainerd, Minnesota where he is a IRRR County Forester for the Land Commissioner's Office.

ROBERT E. PANER reports to us from Grand Marais, Minnesota where he is a Reservation Forester on the Grand Portage Indian Reservation.

WALLACE H. SWANSON, JR. reports to us from Battle Mountain, Nevada where he is a Forester for the Bureau of Land Management.

FRANKLIN R. JAEGER sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Construction Manager for the Susel Company.

ROBERT V. WITHROW reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Graduate Student at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

MAURICE ZIEGLER sends us word from Montrose, Colorado where he is a Natural Resource Manager for the Bureau of Land Management.

1963

RICHARD A. FIHN is an Appraiser in Fergus Falls, Minnesota. He writes - "Biggest news this year was my marriage. It finally caught up with me. Wetlands program still going strong and it is satisfactory work. Duck flight was spotty but had a few good hunts. Anyone going through the Fergus area should stop in." We enjoy your visits to Green Hall, Dick.

LARRY L. FOSTER is a Forester at the Ojibway Corilan Conservancy Center in Marenisco, Michigan. He writes - "I am presently assigned to Job Corp. I am finding this experience the most challenging of my career thus far." We extend our deepest sympathies.

DARREL L. KENOPS is a Forester in the Timber Management Area at the Slate Creek Ranger Station in Whitebird, Idaho. He states - "In May, 1962 we were blessed with an addition to our family by the marriage of John Austin and Mary Logsdon. Family consists of wife Carol, and son Michael, age 2. Any old classmates passing through this part of Wisconsin are welcome to drop in anytime. We enjoyed your visit to Green Hall, Dave."

ROBERT H. STRAND is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Laramie, Wyoming. He reports - "Presently Assistant District Ranger for Fopka Park District, Medicine Bow National Forest at Laramie, Wyoming. Family still the same - two boys ages 3 and 4." It was nice talking to you on your recent visit to Green Hall, Robert.

ROGER E. SANDQUIST sends us word from Topeka, Kansas where he is a Retail Yard Manager for the International Paper Co., Long-Bell Division.

WILLIAM D. TORGERSEN reports to us from Lakeview, Oregon where he is a Forester for the Bureau of Land Management.
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ALBERT P. WHITESELL sends us word from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is the owner of a Tree Service.

JIM WHITNEY reports to us from Milwaukee, Wisconsin where he is with the MacGillis and Gibbs Co.

RALPH D. BOLT is a Budget Examiner for the Bureau of Budget in Washington, D.C. He states — "Two big events at the Bolt household since last 'Peavey' time. Last July signalled the arrival of our first child—a boy and in October I started a new job with the Bureau of the Budget. Bonnie, Derek and I hope to make it to Minnesota in January or February—hope to see you then." We really enjoyed your recent visit to Green Hall, Ralph.

LARRY LEIGH CHRISTIAN reports to us from Wausau, Wisconsin where he is an Associate District Forester for the Wisconsin Conservation Department.

JURIS I. EGLITE is a Realty Specialist for the U.S. Department of the Interior in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He writes — "I am still happily employed with the Fish and Wildlife Service ever since graduation. Our program is progressing real strong. My best regards to everyone."

ALAN R. EK sends us word from Sault Ste Marie, Ontario, Canada where he is a Research Officer for the Department of Forestry.

JAMES A. ENGAN is a Graduate Student at the School of Forestry, University of Minnesota, in St. Paul, Minnesota. He states — "Presently I am a Graduate Student working on my M.S. degree here at Minnesota. I expect to be entering the Air Force soon though. I was married about a month ago and my wife and I are living in South Minneapolis."

DAVID R. FISCHER sends us word from Townsend, Montana where he is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service.

MYRON C. HALL is with the U.S. Navy in San Francisco, California. He sends us this information — "I am now the Communications Officer on the U.S.S. Catskill (MCS-1), homeported in Long Beach, California. Bruce Casey is down in San Diego, so I hope to see him one of these days. I find California relaxing, but the air leaves quite a bit to be desired! Give my best to everyone at Green Hall."

ROBERT E. HANCE, JR. sends us word from Cook, Minnesota where he is a District Forester for the Minnesota Forest Service.

GLENN L. JACOBSEN reports to us from Gooding, Idaho where he is Assistant Range Officer at the Sawtooth National Forest (U.S.F.S.).

HENRY R. JOHNSON is an Inspection Associate for the Western Electric Co. in Rochester, Minnesota. He states — "Ken, best wishes for the new year. Same to you, Henry."

ROBERT T. KNAEBLE sends us word from Big Falls, Minnesota where he is a Forester for the Boise Cascade Corporation.

MILO J. LARSON sends us word from Bigfork, Montana where he is a Forester on the Swan Lake Ranger District.

GLENN A. LILLMARS is a Market Manager for Conwed Corporation, Industrial Division, in St. Paul, Minnesota. He reports — "Added another girl in November to make a happy family of four now. Looking forward to seeing the 1968 Peavey. Best wishes to you, the Peavey staff and the 1968 class. Thanks and the same to you Glenn."

DEAN LUNDEEN is a Regional Hydrologist for the U.S. Forest Service in Ogden, Utah. He states — "Presently in charge of the Hydrology Section, R-4. Together with 3 other hydrologists (including Marv Meter-U. of M. grad) provide technical hydrology services for the Region. Pat (Mrs.) is presently attending the U. of Utah, doing graduate work in Social Work. Thanks for helping us on our summer job program, Deen—it was nice talking with you."

GARY R. NORDSTROM reports from Spokane, Washington where he is a Forester for the Soil Conservation Service. We enjoyed your visit to Green Hall very much Gary!

RALPH H. OLSON is in the Consulting Business in Grand Rapids, Minnesota. He reports — "The consulting business is keeping me busy especially on forest land appraisals for local units of government in the north central Minnesota area. I now have one assistant full time which I hope to be able to keep."

DAVE SCHREINER is a Forester for the Blackwell Job Corps in Laona, Wisconsin. He sends us this information — "Greetings to all! Am still assigned to Job Corps and enjoy it just as much. Was married in June. Bonnie is in Biology. Wish you continued success with the Peavey and all, P.S. Congratulations on getting the Standard Oil Award Ken." Thanks for your kind words, Dave.

JAMES L. SPARKE is Assistant District Forester for the Department of Natural Resources in Rhinelander, Wisconsin. He sends us this information — "Have been with Wisconsin for almost a year. I am with the Bureau of Forest Management. I traded black spruce for northern hardwoods and a much more complicated management program. We have many Minnesota boys here and would like to encourage others. Mike Lanquist lives 2 miles from me and we see Larry Christian, Chuck Zosel, Cully Erickson and many others quite often. The only increase in the family is a springer spaniel that appears to be a cross between a gunny sack and a skunk. Hello to the best — Class of '64."

WILLIAM THOMAS sends us word from Oak Ridge, Tennessee where he is with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

ROBERT D. THOMPSON reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is Assistant Professor for the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

DAVID P. J. TUCCI reports to us from Lakewood, Wisconsin where he is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service.

RICHARD A. WALKER reports to us from Ashland, Oregon where he is a Preastie Forester for the Rogue River National Forest, (U.S.F.S.).

CHARLES H. WICK is a Timber Management Assistant for the U.S. Forest Service in Manchester Center, Vermont. He reports — "Am Timber Management Assistant on the Central District of the Green Mountain National Forest." Thanks for your real welcome letters, Chuck, I really do appreciate them.

1965

DAVID A. ANDERSON reports to us from Tempe, Arizona where he is a Hydrologist for the U.S. Forest Service. We kinda miss you at Green Hall, David.

HENRY P. ANDERSON is a Timber Sale Administrator for the U.S. Forest Service in Orono, Idaho. He reports — "Have been very busy since arriving in July. Several large fires and we're also closing out a large timber sale. I have several more coming up including one for 111 million feet. We cut several million per month on this district. Have one daughter 1½ years old and another on the way."

B. BRUCE BARE is a Graduate Student in the Department of Forestry at Purdue University. He writes — "Working towards my Ph.D. in Forest Management under Dr. Hall. Major interest areas include operations research, computer science, statistics, and mensuration. Have been taking the summers off from school, and spending them at the North Central Forest Experiment Station. Most of my work at the NCES has been concerned with computer programming and the subsequent analysis of the results. Expect final degree in June of 1965." It's nice having you here in the summer, Bruce.

GARY BERGSTROM is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Aiala, Oregon. He sends us this word — "Hunting is good—fishing poor—it's still raining." We enjoyed your visit to Green Hall, Gary.

DENNIS H. BERRY is a Communications Officer in the U.S. Air Force in South Vietnam. He writes — "Since graduation in March, 1965, I've been stationed in Mississippi and South Carolina. 15 Jan, 68 I leave for Tan Son Nhut A.B. near Saigon, for a 12-month tour with the 1964 Communications Group. Air Force life has been interesting so far, though most people wonder what a forester is doing in communications. So do I."

BRUCE L. CASEY is a Naval Aviator at the NAS Imperial Beach, California. He writes — "Received the Navy 'wings of gold' and
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was designated a Naval Aviator in December, 1967. And now training with replacement air group HS-10, and in May will join Heli-copter Anti-Submarine Warfare Squadron 6 for duty."

WILLIAM J. DUNN, JR., is District Forester in the Saguahe Ranger District, Saguahe, Colorado (U.S.F.S.). He sends us this information —Family now consists of: Wayne and June, Mary (6), Matthew (5) Margaret (1½). Still on the Rio Grande National Forest and enjoy every minute of it. Large Ranger District; varied management, all resources present in varying amounts."

ROLLIN R. GERRETT is a Graduate Student at Oregon State University in Corvallis, Oregon. He writes —"I am enjoying my stay in Oregon very much and plan to complete the Master’s degree this year. The Gopher Peavey gets better each year."

HERB GIEFER is a Pilot in the Navy in Vietnam. He writes —"Presently in Cam Ranh Bay, RVN, flying patrol aircraft. Pat, Willie, and Charlie — our latest — are all doing fine. Should be home in September. Hope to see you all then." We’ll be looking for you Herb.

ROBERT R. GILBERTSON sends us word from Minneapolis, Minnesota where he is with the Sanford Products Corporation. We enjoy your visits to Green Hali, Robert.

PHIL T. GRIMM is a Lt. J.G. in the U.S. Naval Reserves stationed at New York. He sends us this information — "Am presently aboard a repair ship home ported in Newport, Rhode Island. Tentatively scheduled for transfer in May, 1968 to Underwater Demolition Team training school at Little Creek, Virginia. Am looking forward to receiving the new Peavey."

ROBERT J. GUSTAFSON sends us word from Troudville, Oregon where he is a Forester at the Columbia Gorge Ranger Station.

EUGENE F. KARL reports to us from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Staff Forester in Forest Inventory for the Minnesota Department of Conservation.

J. MICHAEL MORTENSON is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. He writes — "Family increased to 3 persons in July with birth of daughter Leslie Jean. Sault Ste. Marie celebrates it’s centennial in 1968. The Soo is the 3rd oldest permanent white settlement in the U.S. Hope to see some Minnesota people up here enjoying the Soo in ’68. Good luck on the Peavey this year."

STEPHEN L. MORTON is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Waiala Waita, Washington. He sends us this information — "Alfere and I are enjoying our stay in S.E. Washington very much. I am enrolled here as one of the 20 trainees in Region 6’s Early Career Development Pilot Program for foresters. While staying mainly in my field of recreation management I also spend several months of the year in each of the other functions on the ranger district. Currently I am finishing my stay in the engineering section. The weather is fabulous — 65° during February. Saw John Austin, Bob Kaufert, Merle, Ken and all of that very fine staff at the School. Still on the Rio Grande National Forest and enjoy every minute of it. Large Ranger District; varied management, all resources present in varying amounts."

ROSS E. NELSON is a 1st Lt. on the Minuteman Missile Combat crew for the U.S. Air Force in Grand Forks, North Dakota. He reports — "I’m still at Grand Forks AFB with nothing new as far as the job goes, but did have an addition to the family in June. We had a boy and named him Scott. I am also still working on my Masters’ degree at the University of North Dakota."

ROBERT NYVALL is a Graduate Student at the University of Minnesota Department of Botany and Pathology at St. Paul, Minnesota. He writes — "Still plugging along on Ph.D. program in plant pathology and not even studying as a forest pathologist! A new addition to our family, Nathan Robert Nyvali who tells me he’s looking forward to being an engineer!" Ah, come on, Bob!

RUSSELL H. ROBERTS is a Forester in Ironwood, Michigan. He reports — "By time the Peavey comes out Suzanne and I should be settled in our new home in Ironwood. I will be Forester in charge of our new district office there. Greetings to all our friends in St. Paul and the alumni throughout the country."

MARVIN C. RUDE reports from Clearfield, Utah where he is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service.

CRAIG M. SMITH is a Park Planner 2 for the British Columbia Parks Branch, Department of Recreation & Conservation in British Columbia, Canada. He says — "There are now three of us we had a baby girl in January, 1967 — Christine Marie is her name. Last summer was spent cruising the west coast in a boat looking for marine park sites, plus a few weeks in the Okanagan Mountains establishing alpine parks. We are encountering quite a variety of country." Sorry I couldn’t talk with you longer on your recent visit, Craig, but . . .

ROBERT J. STRICKER reports to us from Oak Harbor, Washington where he is a Lieutenant J.G. in the U.S. Navy.

BARRY W. WELCH is with the U.S. Army in New Mexico. He sends us this information — "Another five months and no more Army. I’ll be back with Reglon 9 by the 1st of June and will stop in to see some of you then."

DALE R. BERGDahl is in the Army stationed at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. He says — "I am presently serving my military obligation with the U.S. Army at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. I am assigned to the 18th Airborne, 2d TAB 26th Artillery at Fort Bragg. My wife and I are enjoying the nice long Carolina spring, but we will sure be glad when we can return to snowland once again. We are looking forward to receiving the new Gopher Peavey."

GLENN E. BERGLAND sends us word from Washington, D.C. where he is Intelligence Research Specialist, Photo Interpreter at the Pentagon.

STEVEN P. CHRISTIANSON sends us word from Coeur d’Alene, Idaho where he is a Forester at the Fernan Ranger Station for the U.S. Forest Service.

GARRY W. FRITS is an Assistant Ranger for the U.S. Forest Service in Bergland, Michigan. He says — "Moved last September to the beautiful hardwood country of the Upper Peninsula. I’ve found N. Hardwood management quite challenging. Am expecting an addition to our family in August. Please convey my regards to Dr. Kaufert, Marie, Ken and all of that very fine staff at the School. Presently working with a former Minnesotan, Ranger Milo Stefano here at Bergland, Michigan."

DAVID J. BARBER is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Three Lakes, Wisconsin. He reports — "Still working at Three Lakes. Wife and boy are fine."

DALE R. BERGDahl is in the Army stationed at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. He says — "I am presently serving my military obligation with the U.S. Army at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. I am assigned to the 18th Airborne, 2d TAB 26th Artillery at Fort Bragg. My wife and I are enjoying the nice long Carolina spring, but we will sure be glad when we can return to snowland once again. We are looking forward to receiving the new Gopher Peavey."

GLENN E. BERGLAND sends us word from Washington, D.C. where he is Intelligence Research Specialist, Photo Interpreter at the Pentagon.

STEVEN P. CHRISTIANSON sends us word from Coeur d’Alene, Idaho where he is a Forester at the Fernan Ranger Station for the U.S. Forest Service.

GARRY W. FRITS is an Assistant Ranger for the U.S. Forest Service in Bergland, Michigan. He says — "Moved last September to the beautiful hardwood country of the Upper Peninsula. I’ve found N. Hardwood management quite challenging. Am expecting an addition to our family in August. Please convey my regards to Dr. Kaufert, Marie, Ken and all of that very fine staff at the School. Presently working with a former Minnesotan, Ranger Milo Stefano here at Bergland, Michigan."

PAUL T. FUCHS sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Graduate Student at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

MARVIN C. MEIER sends us word from Ogden, Utah where he is a Forester — Hydrologist for the U.S. Forest Service. We enjoyed talking to you, Marv.

DAVID L. MILLER is a Resource Assistant for the U.S. Forest Service in Hayward, Wisconsin. He sends us this information — "In process of moving to Hayward to take new position as Resource Supply Officer at the Naval Communication Station, Finegayau, Guam, in the fabled South Pacific. Greetings to Ken and the rest of the faculty. Nicely to hear from you; hope you got the information on Graduate School, Steve."

1966

DAVID J. BARBER is a Forester for the U.S. Forest Service in Three Lakes, Wisconsin. He reports — "Still working at Three Lakes. Wife and boy are fine."

DALE R. BERGDahl is in the Army stationed at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. He says — "I am presently serving my military obligation with the U.S. Army at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. I am assigned to the 18th Airborne, 2d TAB 26th Artillery at Fort Bragg. My wife and I are enjoying the nice long Carolina spring, but we will sure be glad when we can return to snowland once again. We are looking forward to receiving the new Gopher Peavey."

GLENN E. BERGLAND sends us word from Washington, D.C. where he is Intelligence Research Specialist, Photo Interpreter at the Pentagon.

STEVEN P. CHRISTIANSON sends us word from Coeur d’Alene, Idaho where he is a Forester at the Fernan Ranger Station for the U.S. Forest Service.

GARRY W. FRITS is an Assistant Ranger for the U.S. Forest Service in Bergland, Michigan. He says — "Moved last September to the beautiful hardwood country of the Upper Peninsula. I’ve found N. Hardwood management quite challenging. Am expecting an addition to our family in August. Please convey my regards to Dr. Kaufert, Marie, Ken and all of that very fine staff at the School. Presently working with a former Minnesotan, Ranger Milo Stefano here at Bergland, Michigan."

PAUL T. FUCHS sends us word from St. Paul, Minnesota where he is a Graduate Student at the University of Minnesota School of Forestry.

MARVIN C. MEIER sends us word from Ogden, Utah where he is a Forester — Hydrologist for the U.S. Forest Service. We enjoyed talking to you, Marv.

DAVID L. MILLER is a Resource Assistant for the U.S. Forest Service in Hayward, Wisconsin. He sends us this information — "In process of moving to Hayward to take new position as Resource Supply Officer at the Naval Communication Station, Finegayau, Guam, in the fabled South Pacific. Greetings to Ken and the rest of the faculty. Nicely to hear from you; hope you got the information on Graduate School, Steve."
NOTE OF THANKS

I would like to express my sincere thanks to everyone who helped with the 1968 Gopher Peavey—Alumni News. We are very grateful to the Northwest Paper Company for providing the paper for this book. The Theo. Hamm's Brewing Company has once again supplied us with a beautiful color cover picture. Thanks also to Carl Reidel and Ken Winsness for all their assistance and valuable advice. And finally, a special note of thanks to the entire Peavey staff and to my wife, Becky, for all the help they gave me in putting together this 1968 Gopher Peavey.

Jerry Dowell, Editor
...and the written word shall remain

The scientific management of Northwest timberlands is devoted to the perpetuation and expansion of the multiple use benefits of Minnesota woodlands, realistic assurance of sparkling lakes and streams, thriving wildlife and ample recreation now and for the years to come. Every tree harvested is replaced by more than one new tree through company supervised planting and natural reseeding. Effective fire prevention and disease and insect control contribute significantly to keep Minnesota forests green and flourishing. And because of good forestry there always will be distinguished papers for printers with the Northwest pedigree...
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